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ABSTRACT 
A spatial point process is a stochastic model determining the locations of events in 
some region A C . Events may be nests in a breeding colony of birds, tress in a forest, 
or cities in a country. One goal of spatial statistics is to model the underlying process 
and thus interpret a complicated point process through some parameter estimates based 
on the known locations of events from some spatial point processes. 
Techniques have been developed for estimating the parameters of spatial point pro­
cess, given data at either the aggregate or point levels. However, it remains unclear how 
to model aggregate data (i.e., counts for sections) with a subset of point data (i.e., exact 
locations of some events). This study investigates a nonhomogeneous Poisson process 
on A C with intensity function {A(s; 9) : 9 £ ©}. The intensity function may de­
pend on some spatial variable, spatial location s alone, or both. We propose a model 
for a mixture of an aggregate and point data to accommodate both aggregate level and 
point level information if possible. It turns out that the proposed model for combined 
data forms is useful if spatial covariates are available. The combined model appears to 
give better estimates of parameters in the intensity than does a model only based on 
aggregate (i.e., count) data. The study shows that the more exact locations we know 
the more precise maximum likelihood estimates become for parameters of the underlying 
process. The asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters 
of the combined model are also studied. 
Keywords: Spatial Poisson point process, asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood 
estimator, aggregate-point combined model 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The following introduction of the spatial point pattern and spatial point process is 
taken mainly from Diggle (1983). It is intended to provide necessary background of 
spatial point pattern and spatial point process. 
A spatial point pattern consists a set of locations at which some event of interest has 
occurred, irregularly distributed within a region of interest. These kind of data arise 
in many different biological contexts and a surprisingly wide range of other scientific 
disciplines. For example, the locations of nests in a breeding colony of birds, the locations 
of tress in a forest, the locations of cell nuclei in a microscopic section of tissue and the 
locations of cities in a country. In order to distinguish these from arbitrary points of the 
region in question, we usually call any such data set a spatial point pattern and call the 
locations events. 
Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 illustrate two spatial point patterns in a square region. The 
first one (Numata, 1961) shows 65 Japanese black pine saplings in a square of side 5.7m 
while the second one (Strauss, 1975; Ripley, 1977) shows 62 redwood seedings in a square 
of side approximately 23m. These two patterns are remarkably different. The first figure 
does not appear to contain any obvious structure and might be thought as a "completely 
random" pattern. On the other hand, the second figure shows a strong clustering of 
seedings and requires some biological explanation. This pattern can arise either through 
some form of clustering mechanism such as might result from seed dispersal or through 
environmental variation which leads to local areas with relatively high densities of events. 
Alternatively, clustered point patterns can arise from environmental nonhomogeneity, 
Figure 1.1 Locations of 65 Japanese black pine saplings 
even in the absence of a physical or biological clustering mechanism. Because of this, 
Diggle (1983) suggests that, instead of using more obvious term "clustered", patterns 
like this second figure can be described as "aggregated". 
To show a further different type of pattern, the centers of 42 biological cells (Crick and 
Lawrence, 1975) are plotted in Figure 1.3. It appears that the cell centers are distributed 
more or less regularly over the unit square region. This is improbably so unless there is 
some related regulating mechanism operating to generate an event spatial distribution 
of cell centers. Generally and without implying any specific causal mechanism, we call 
this pattern "regular". 
It is important to know that the nature of a biological pattern can be influenced by the 
physical scale of how the data is collected. Generally, most natural environments exhibit 
heterogeneity at a large enough scale and therefore produce aggregated patterns. On the 
other hand, environmental variation will be less obvious at a relatively smaller scale and 
the major determinant of the pattern appears to be just the nature of the interactions 
Figure 1.2 Locations of 62 redwood seedlings 
among the events. For example, vegetative propagation of individual shoots will produce 
small-scale aggregation whereas competition for space will tend to encourage regularity. 
At an early stage of analysis, classifying patterns as regular, random or aggregated 
is useful, although it is typically an over-simplification. A more detailed description 
of pattern is favored at later stage. It can be obtained either by identifying different 
"scale of pattern" or by formulating an explicit model of the underlying process. The 
approach taken broadly now is to develop methods for the analysis of spatial patterns 
based on some stochastic models, which assumes that the events are generated by some 
underlying random stochastic mechanism called a spatial point process. Hence, by 
fitting a parametric model to the spatial point process, one might gain insight into 
the mechanism that generated a given realization of spatial point pattern. 
Spatial point processes are used to model point patterns where the points typically 
are positions or centers of objects in a two-, or multi- dimensional region. For more than 
40 years spatial point processes have been a major area of research in spatial statistics. 
Figure 1.3 Locations of 42 cell centers 
See Neyman and Scott (1958), Ripley (1977, 1981, 1988), Diggle (1978,1983), Cressie 
(1993), Stoyan, Kendall & Mecke (1995), Stoyan Sz Stoyan (1985, 1994, 1998, 2000), and 
van Lieshout (2000) for mathematically well defined models for spatial point processes. 
We expect that research in spatial point processes will continue to be of importance as 
new technology makes huge amounts of spatial point process data available and new 
applications emerge. 
One goal of spatial statistical analysis is to model an observed spatial point pattern 
as a realization of some underlying spatial point processes. Data from point patterns 
may be reported in several forms. One, as illustrated in the previous figures, is for 
the specific spatial location to be recorded for each event in a region of interest. In 
this situation we will refer to point-level data; Lawson (2001) calls such data point-
event data. Alternatively, the exact locations may not be known for each event, but 
the number of events occurring in an exhaustive set of sub-regions often called tracts is 
recorded for each tract. In this situation we will refer to aggregate-level or count data; 
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Lawson (2001) calls such data count-event data. 
Methods for statistical estimation and inference have been developed for both point-
level and aggregate count-level data, and the likelihoods typically used in such methods 
will be presented in the next chapter. It may occur, however, that data arise as a 
combination of point-level and aggregate count-level information. We may have the 
number of events recorded for each of a set of tracts contained in a given region and 
may also know the exact spatial locations for a small subset of the events. For example, 
the number of diseases of a given type may be available from a disease registry for each 
of a set of reporting areas, but we might also know the locations of residences for cases 
in which the patients were treated at a specific medical center. 
The primary goal of this research project was to develop the statistical tools needed 
for estimation and inference in the setting of mixed point-level and aggregate count-
level data. This study investigates a nonhomogeneous Poisson process on A C ?Rd with 
intensity function {A(s; 0) : 6 6 0}. The intensity function may depend on some spatial 
variable, spatial location s alone, or both. In Chapter 2, we propose a model for a 
mixture of aggregate and point data to accommodate both aggregate count-level and 
point-level information if possible. It turns out that the proposed model for combined 
data forms is useful if spatial covariates are available. The combined model appears to 
give better estimates of parameters included in the intensity function than does a model 
only based on aggregate count data. The study shows that the more exact locations 
we know the more precise maximum likelihood estimates become for parameters of the 
underlying process. We have also discussed where to look for these additional points. In 
Chapter 3, the asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters 
of the combined model are studied. 
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CHAPTER 2. MODELING NONHOMOGENEOUS 
POISSON PROCESS USING A COMBINATION OF POINT 
AND COUNT DATA 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
A spatial point process is a stochastic model governing the locations of events in 
s o m e  r e g i o n  A  C  A  p o i n t  p r o c e s s  m a y  b e  d e f i n e d  t h r o u g h  a  c o u n t i n g  m e a s u r e  N  
on A. More formally, let A denote the Borel a-algebra of subsets of A, such that for 
each B G A, N(B) is the number of the events in B, thus N(B) G {0,1, 2, - - -}, for 
all B G A. Consider a characterization of a spatial point process based on random 
measures. Using Cressie's (1993) setting, let (0, A, P) be a probability space and let 
$ be a collection of locally-finite counting measures on A C ï?d. On <$>, define A/* to be 
t h e  s m a l l e s t  c r - a l g e b r a  g e n e r a t e d  b y  s e t s  o f  t h e  f o r m  { N  G  $ :  N ( B ) = n } ,  f o r  a l l  B  G  A  
a n d  a l l  n  G  { 0 , 1 ,  2 ,  •  •  • } .  A  s p a t i a l  p o i n t  p r o c e s s  N  i s  a  m e a s u r a b l e  m a p p i n g  o f  ( Q ,  A )  
to ($, W ). Then a spatial point process N defined over (Çî,A,V) induces a probability 
m e a s u r e  P N ( Y ) =  P ( N  G  Y ) ,  f o r  a l l  Y  G  M .  
This study considers the case in which a point process N  is a nonhomogeneous Pois­
son  p r oce s s  w i t h  i n t e n s i t y  A ( s ) ;  s  G  A .  F o r  a n y  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  d i s j o i n t  s e t s  A i ,  •  •  • ,  A K  G  A ,  
the counts N(AX), • • •, N(A&) are independent Poisson-distributed random variables with 
respective means, /x(Aj), i=l,..., k, where \x is the mean measure of N. If we let A(s) = 
lim be the first-order intensity, provided the limit exists, //(A*) = fA. A(s)i/(ds); 
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Figure 2.1 Count and point data 
i  =  1 , . . . ,  k ,  where u ( - )  is Lebesgue measure. Then N(Ai) has a Poisson distribution 
w i t h  m e a n  / / ( A j )  =  f A .  \ ( s ) v ( d s ) ;  i  =  1 , . . . ,  k .  
Nonhomogeneous Poisson processes have been investigated in various fields, such as 
disease events, occurrence in ecology/geology and natural disasters. Examples might 
include disease events, such as childhood leukemia, locations of tumors and chronic 
wasting disease; occurrence in ecology/geology, such as tupelo tress in swamps, drumlins 
in Ireland and duck nests in North Dakota; natural disasters case, such as tornadoes and 
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Figure 2.2 Combined data 
floods data. Techniques have been developed for estimating the parameters of spatial 
point process, given data at either the point or aggregate levels. The upper panel of 
Figure 2.1 presents an example of data of all exact locations while the lower panel 
shows only the counts of locations for each of a set of tracts. Knox (1964) and Mantel 
(1967) have published a number of papers on space-time clustering. We also may see 
Marshall (1991) for a review on developments of methods in spatial statistics. Diggle 
(1989) and Dawson (1989) have developed methods for the analysis of case locations 
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around a source of hazard (such as Snow's (1854) cholera map). The current interest in 
statistical methods in spatial epidemiology partly reflects increased concern in society for 
environmental issues and their relation to the public health. The detection of pollution 
sources or health hazard sources are the background of many studies in environmental 
epidemiology (Diggle, 1993). Lawson and Cressie (2000) have also reviewed the work in 
this area. However, all of these references concern estimation of spatial point process 
using data at either the point or aggregate levels alone. It is unclear how to model 
count data (i.e., counts for tracts, such as disease counts for all registry areas.) with a 
subset of point data (i.e., exact locations of some events, such as, home locations for 
patients at one medical center.) Figure 2.2 presents the same data in Figure 2.1, showing 
exact locations of some events besides the counts for tracts. This study investigates a 
nonhomogeneous Poisson process on A C with intensity function {A(s; 0) : 6 G ©}. 
The intensity function may depend on some spatial variable, spatial location s alone, 
or both. We propose a model for a combination of an aggregate and point data to 
accommodate both aggregate level and point level information. 
Section 2.2 briefly illustrates models for points and counts and proposes model for 
combined data. Section 2.3 describes a simulation study using the proposed model and 
shows the advantage of the model for combined data over the model for counts. Section 
2.4 focus on where to look for these additional points. 
2.2 MODELS 
2.2.1 Model for Counts 
Suppose that we know the numbers of events in a set of disjoint tracts { A i  :  i  =  
1, . . . , k }  that partition a domain A, but not the exact locations of these events. That 
is, N ( A )  =  E N ( A i )  with realizations N ( A i )  =  n* and N ( A )  =  n  =  J 2  n > i -  By the 
i=l i=l 
definition of a Poisson process, -/V(Aj) follows a Poisson distribution and, under the 
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setting of a family of parameterized intensity functions, such as described previously, 
t h e  l i k e l i h o o d  f u n c t i o n  f o r m e d  o n  t h e  b a s i s  o f  a  s e t  o f  o b s e r v e d  c o u n t s  { r i i  :  i  =  1 , . . . ,  k }  
is, 
L ^ e .  jvr) _  jj ( . L  A ( f i ;  d ) v { d s ) ) n i  exp(— f A i  A (a; Q ) v ( d s ) )  ^  ^  
i=l ni]-
which is simply the product of the likelihoods for each of the sub-regions. 
2.2.2 Model for Points 
In contrast to the aggregate data model of section 2.2.1, suppose that we know 
the exact locations of all the events in the domain A, so that the data consist of the 
number of events N(A) and given N(A) = n all the locations {sx,..., sn} of those 
events. Conditional on N(A) = n, the ordered n- tuple of events (si,... ,sn) on An is 
distributed as an independent random sample from the distribution on A with probability 
proportional to A(s). That is, for any s € A, 
/  ( M \ N ( A )  =  n )  = (2-2) 
where, as before, u(-) is Lebesgue measure. 
Note that //(A) = f A X ( s ) u ( d s )  is the denominator of expression (2.2). Then the 
conditional density of the ordered n-tuple (si,..., sn) G An, given N(A) = n, is 
/  ( ( s i ,  •  •  • ,  s n ) \ N ( A )  =  n )  =  •  (2-3) 
Since N ( A )  is Poisson distributed with mean f i ( A ) ,  we have the joint density of (si,..., s n )  
and N(A) = n as, 
f ( ( s 1 , . . . , s n ) , N ( A ) = n )  =  / ( ( s i ,  •  • . , s n ) \ N ( A )  =  n )  x  p { N ( A )  =  n )  
^ exp(-//(A))(//(A))" 
(/x(A))™ n \  
exp(-MA)) Hill ^(^i) ; M > 1 .  ( 2 . 4 )  
n \  y  '  
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In the case n  =  0, which means that there is no event existing within the domain A, 
Let (A(-;0) : 9  G  0} be a family of parameterized intensity functions, where 9  G  
Then, omitting the constant term, the likelihood function based on data generated by a 
nonhomogeneous Poisson process is given by 
2.2.3 Model for Combined Data 
While it might be desirable to know the exact locations of all events in a region, we 
may have only counts for all subsections of the region A, but exact locations for some 
subset of the actual events. Under this circumstance, we propose an aggregate-point 
combined model as follows. 
Suppose that the data consist of the number of events N ( A )  =  n  and some exact 
locations of events {si, • • •, sm}(m < n) in a region A C $?d. The joint density of 
(si, • • •, sm) and N(A) = n is then, 
f ( ( s i,. . . ,  s n ) , N ( A )  —  n )  —  p { N ( A )  = 0) = exp(-^(A)). 
5m) ,  =%)  n^iA(5,)exp(-//(A))(/i(A))— (2.6) 
n! 
We obtain (2.6) in the following manner. It is known that, given N ( A )  =  n ,  
f  {(s i ,  • •  • ,  s n ) |Af (A)  =  n }  =  f  {(s i , . . .  , s m ,  s m + i , . . . ,  s n ) \ N ( A )  =  n }  =  }  •  
Then 
f  { ( s i , . . . , s m ) \ N ( A )  =  n }  =  f  f { ( s i , . . . , s n ) \ N ( A )  =  n }  u ( d s m + 1 )  •  •  •  u ( d s n )  JAn-m 
L— WA)}" 
/  Û A(s i ) i / (ds m + i ) - - - i / (ds n )  
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_ IIi=l A(Sj) , / Ay n-m _ IIi=l A ( S j )  ( 2  7 )  
{//(A)}" ^ ^  {//(A)}'" ' ^ ^ 
and 
/{ (a i , . . . , g m ) ,AT(A)=n,}  =  /{ (3 i , . . . ,Sm)IM^)  =  n}xXAr(A)  =  n)  
Hill A(gi) ^ exp {-//(A)} {^(A)}" 
{//(A)}" n! 
UT=i Msi) exp {—/i(A)} { f i ( A ) } T  
n! 
(2.8) 
Note that /i(A) = J A X ( s ) u ( d s ) 1  where u ( - )  is Lebesgue measure. Upon summing and 
integrating, we verify equation (2.6) is a valid density as follows, 
00 p 
T] / / {(^1, . . . , 5m), A^(A) = Tl} ^(dai). . . Z/(d5m) 
„ _ nJ Am n=0 
oo 
= JAm Y[?=i \{sj)v(dsi) •. - v(dsm) exp {-//(A)} {//(A)}" m 
^ A(g)r/(^)}" exp {-/.(A)} {/^M)}— 
_ Gxp {—//(A)} {//(A)}" _ 
"  h  s  - 1 -
as it should be. In a similar manner, we may verify the conditional density of expression 
equation (2.7) as, 
/  /  { ( S l , . . . ,  s m ) \ N ( A )  =  n }  v ( d s x ) . . .  v { d s m )  
J  A m  
^ Hill A(gi)z/(dai) - - - z/(dsm) 
{//W} 
{.W(sXds)} m l. 
Suppose that we have a total of k  tracts and that for k i  of them we know both the 
number of events and some exact locations. For the remaining k — k± tracts, we only 
know the number of events but no specific locations. The likelihood is from the combined 
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model (2.6) as follows, L A ( 9 ;  N )  =  n?=i l > %  U L k 1 + i  L i ,  
f t  A ( s i j - }  9 )  | exp JA A(s;0)zy(ds)| A( s ; 9 ) u ( d s )  
U  
rii-rrii 
n A  :  i  — 1 ,  •  •  • ,  k \  
f  A(s; 9 ) u ( d s ) \  exp (- [ A(s; 9 ) u ( d s ) \  
^  J  w . |  1  J A i  } - , i  =  h  +  1 , . . . ,  k  
where m, is the number of known event locations in subtract Ai, and rii is the total 
number of events in subtract Ai. So omitting the constant, the corresponding log-
likelihood is, 
k \  k  
(2.9) U(e-,N) = hP+ E 
1=1 i  —  k l  +  l  
where 
and 
4^ = log ^)) - / A(g; #)z/(ck) + (^ - m^) log { / A(a; ^ )^(da)j , j=l JAi KJAi ) 
/ • 2 ) = n j l o g | ^  X ( s ; 9 ) u ( d s ) ^  -  X ( s ; 9 ) p ( d s ) .  
Consider a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity that is a function of spatial 
covariates, i.e.A(s; 9) = g{9'z(s)}, where g is a known function, z(s) is a known vector 
function on 5îd, and 9 is an unknown parameter vector, and are 
m i  r r r 
E] log [9(^^(5)}] - / p{^z(g)}z/((fg) + (n,i - mi) log / ^{g'z(g)}^(dg) 
7 = 1 i \-JAi 
and 
Tl* log g{9' z(s)}u(ds) — [ g{9'z(s)}u(ds) 
J JAi 
respectively. Maximum likelihood estimates 9  may be obtained from the log-likelihood 
functions by setting its first derivatives with respective to 9 equal to zero and solving 
for 9. The variance of the estimates can be approximated by the observed inverse 
information matrix, which involves calculating the second derivatives with respective 
14 
to 6. However, a question here is that, without verifying asymptotic properties of the 
maximum likelihood estimator, it is not obvious that observed information provides a 
good approximation to the actual asymptotic variance of the mle 6. 
2.3 SIMULATION STUDY 
A simulation study was conducted to examine the behavior of the aggregate-point 
combined model (2.6) relative to both the aggregate model (2.1) and the point model (2.5). 
Consider a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity that is a function of spatial 
covariates, i.e.A(s;6) = g{6'z(s)}, where g is a known function, z(s) is a known vector 
function on and 6 is an unknown parameter vector. 
Simulation of such an nonhomogeneous process will be accomplished by extending the 
process of simulating from a homogeneous process. One approaching to simulating a ho­
mogeneous Poisson process with constant intensity A in a study region A follows directly 
from the characterization that N(A) has a Poisson distribution with mean Xu(A) = A|A| 
and, given N(A) = n, the events (locations) in A form an independent random sample 
f r o m  t h e  u n i f o r m  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o n  A .  T o  s i m u l a t e  f r o m  t h i s  p r o c e s s ,  g e n e r a t e  o n e  v a l u e  n  
from Poisson (A|A|), which becomes the realized value of 7V(A). If the study region A is 
a rectangle, we generate a pair of random samples of size n independently from uniform 
distributions, along both horizontal and vertical axes to obtain a realization (locations) 
of a homogeneous Poisson process with constant intensity A. A nonhomogeneous Poisson 
process for a region A with mean measure jd = fA X(s)u(ds) may then be simulated by 
using Lewis and Shedler's (1979) rejection sampling algorithm: Let Amax = supseA A(s), 
where A(-) is the intensity function of the process. First, simulate a homogeneous Pois­
son process on A with constant intensity Amax. Then independently keep each event 
s of the homogeneous process with probability A(s)/Amax. The retained events form a 
realization of the nonhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity function A(s); s <5 A. 
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2.3.1 Simulating a Nonhomogeneous Poisson Process with a Continuously 
Varying Spatial Covariate 
To simulate from a nonhomogeneous Poisson process in practice requires determi­
nation of the structure of intensity and covariate observation function (z(s); s G A}, 
where A is our study region. As an example, we choose A(s) = exp {do + #iz(s)}, z(s) 
as a known function and study region A as a (0,1) x (0,1) unit square. A nonhomo­
geneous Poisson process with the above intensity function is often called a modulated 
Poisson process. Since the intensity A(s) = exp {^o + 6iz(s)j is irregular and hetero­
geneous, we examine whether point location information should have greater "value 
a d d e d "  f o r  e s t i m a t i o n  o f  A ( s )  w h e n  f o r  f i x e d  o v e r a l l  i n t e n s i t y  / i ( A )  =  f A X ( s ) u ( d s ) ,  
A(s) increases in heterogeneity and for fixed heterogeneity, overall intensity /i(A) in­
creases. We apply Lewis and Shedler's (1979) rejection sampling algorithm as follows, 
z(s) —» A(s) = exp {0o + Oiz(s)} rejectl07LJ?mphn9 realization of a nonhomogeneous Pois­
son process with intensity function A(s). 
Table 2.1 Comparison of two different covariate surfaces 
mean Range Variability Roughness 
Trampoline (zi(s)) 0.177 0.532 0.012 9.060 
Roller Coaster(z2(s)) 0.177 0.653 0.041 3937.770 
2.3.1.1 Covariate Functions 
The heterogeneity of a known intensity structure is based on the covariate function. 
To measure the heterogeneity of the covariate function, we define the following, 
• Range: 
Ran {z(s)} = max/1{z(s)} — min^{z(g)} 
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Figure 2.3 Covariate surfaces 
Variability: 
^  = p i  ^  
Roughness: 
i /- r \ 2 
Rou«s)} = —Jl—Z(s)\ u(ds)\ 
for the two dimensional case with s  =  ( x , y ) ,  
g2 y 
> A  , S?Z(S) V ( i S )  = ,A 
8 % t o l  + 2 ( ^ w } + l ^ w  
2 
dx2 J [d x d y  J | d y 2  }  
As an example here, we choose two covariate functions zi(s) and Z2(s); where 
zi(g) = 1.064163 {(% - 0.5)^ + (%/ - 0.5)^} ; 5 G A; 
dxdy. 
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and 
z2(s) = {(x - 0.5)2 + { y  -  0.5)2} 1 + sin |47r(a:2 + y2)| ; s G A. 
respectively. Under this setting, when our study area is (0,1) x (0,1) unit square, 
for these two covariate functions, the mean (integrated surface) was fixed to be the 
same, range is similar, slight difference in variability and huge difference in rough­
ness, which indicates that they have different heterogeneities over the study area. The 
one with low heterogeneity is called "Trampoline" and the one with high heterogene­
ity is called "Roller Coaster". (See Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3) Given the above co­
variate surface functions Zi(s) and z2(s), the corresponding intensity functions are 
Ai(s) = exp {9q + 6iZi(s)}; i = 1,2. We may choose some values for 90, 9\ and simulate 
nonhomogeneous Poisson processes following the rejection sampling algorithm described 
previously. 
2.3.2 Fitting Models 
Given the simulated point processes with different associated covariate surfaces, we 
construct various data sets by taking tract level counts and adding to them the exact 
locations of certain numbers of the realized events. These points were randomly selected 
from the total collection of points simulated from the nonhomogeneous Poisson process. 
Points were selected independently for each level of point information (20%, 50%, 80%) 
considered. Suppose we know only the numbers of events in some disjoint tracts of 
the whole domain A, that is, iV(Aj) = ni; A = Uf=1A,. A model at the tract level 
alone consists of independent Poisson distributions. The likelihood is from (2.1) in 
section 2.2.2, but replacing A(s; 9) with exp {90 + #iz(s)} to give, 
La{90, 91; N) = _[_[ 
i=l ni 
(2.10) 
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In contrast, if we know the exact event locations of all n events, from (2.5) in section 2.2.2, 
the corresponding likelihood is 
r //) a An [nLiexp{% + ^ izW}]exp[-^exp{go + ^ z(g)}z/((fg)] 
L*A\y o,"i',N) = j . (2.11) 
n\ 
Consider the case in which we know some exact locations and total number of events in 
a l l tracts on the study region. Suppose that we have a total of k tracts and that for k\ of 
them we know both the number of events and some exact locations. For the remaining 
k — ki tracts, we only know the number of events but no specific locations. The likelihood 
is from the combined model (2.9) as follows, La(Q] N) = n^=i Li Y[ki=kl+i L 
L i  —  
nA(s i j ;0 )  | exp j -^  A(s ;  0 ) i / (ds )J  A(s ;  6 ) v ( d s ) ]  
n A  
i  =  1 ,  
'Ai 
A (s; 0)Z/(G£S) j exp |- A(s; 0)z/(ds) j 
, % — k\ "I- 1,..., k 
nil 
where m; is the number of known event locations in subtract Ai, and is the total 
number of events in subtract A{. So omitting the constant, the corresponding log-
likelihood is, 
= + Z 'S2). 
i=l i=fei+l 
where 
=  A(g;#)z / (ds )  +  (n( -77 i j ) log j^  A(s ;0)z / (dg) j ,  
and 
= rij log A(s; 6 ) v { d s ) | — J  A(s; 6 ) u { d s ) .  
When A(s; 6) = exp {60 + 0!z(s)}, and are 
m
= r I" r 
X^{^0 +  ^ 1 z ( s i j ) } -  exp {00 + d i z ( s ) }  v ( d s ) + ( n i - m i )  log / exp{6>0 + 6 i z ( s ) }  u { d s )  
j = l  J  A i  I J A i  
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and 
M, log exp {#o + 0 1 z ( s ) }  v ( d s )  [ exp {0O + 0 i z { s ) }  v ( d s )  J  A {  
respectively. The first derivatives of (2.9) with respect to 0q and Q\ are 
O I A ( 0 a ,  6,;jV) ^3!,(1) ^ 
" - + A, 
d i  (2) 
i=i dOo i=k1+i ^@0 
= Y2 n i~  exp  +  8 i z ( s ) } u ( d s )  + - / exp {0O +  O i z ( s ) }  v ( d s )  
f=l L J  A i  J • , ,, L J  A i  
90o 
k i  
i 1 
k  
= 53 rii - / exp {0O + #i2(s)} u ( d s )  
i=l L jAi 
k  
i  i=k\ + l 
=  n  —  o + 0i-z(s)} v ( d s ) ]  (2.12) 
and 
^(0p, 01: N) ^ 
901 
k i  
E 
1=1 
= 1 i=ki + l 
m i  .  
^]z(g i j ) -  /  z (g)exp{0o  +  0iz (g)}z / (ds )  
j=i 
+ (rij — rrii) z(s) exp {00 + ^ i^W} z/(dg) 
^ exp {00 + 012(a)} z/((fg) 
k  
i=fci+l 
k i  m i  
= ^]]E]z(%)- / ^(8)exp{0o + 0iz(g)}z/(dg) 
i=1j=1 JA 
A {4. z(a) exp {0Q + 0iz(g)} i/(ds) ^ f A ,  z ( s ) exp {0O + 0iz(g)} i/(ris) 
6^' {4,exp{0o + 0iz(s)}z/(ds) j^.exp{0o + 0iz(g)}z/((fg) 
(2.13) 
Maximum likelihood estimates 0O and 0i may be obtained by setting (2.12) and (2.13) 
equal to zero and solving for 0O and 0X. Similarly, the second derivatives of I a are as 
follows, 
%(%,, Oi;N) ^ _/"exp{0o + 0iz(g)}i/(dg); 
J  A  
=  -  z ( s )  exp {00 + O i z ( s ) }  v ( d s ) ;  
J  A  
ggz = -^{z(a)}^exp{0o + 0iz(s)}i/(da) 
90g 
a^A(0o, ^1; N )  
90o 901 
^^(^0, #i; N )  
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k  
+E 
i=1 
m  
f A j  l ^ ( 5 ) } 2  e x p  { 6 0  +  f l i z ( s ) }  v { d s )  
exp {^o + gi^(a)} 
exp {% + #iz(a)} z/(o(8) 
X 
k  
i=i 
k i  
E i=i 
exp {% + Ws)} z/(dg) 
z(a) exp {% + #iz(s)} ^ (dg)] 
% 
exp {% + #iz(s)} 
f A j  {^(g)}2 exp { 0 q  + 0 ! z ( s ) }  u { d s )  
exp {% + giz(s)} z/(ds) 
exp {% + Ws)} 
x 
exp {^o + #12(3)} 1/(0(5) 
z(s) exp {go + giz(a)} z/(ds) k l  
+ Y^mi 
i = 1 f A .  exp { 0 Q  + giz(s)} v ( d s )  
An estimated approximate variance-covariance matrix formed as the inverse observed 
information is 
COV (go, g] 
/ m^gp, gi;N) a^A(gp, gi;AT) ^ 
ag§ ago^gi 
^^(%, g^N) ^i;^) 
-1 
v ddiddo 
(2.14) 
/ |(0o, Si) = 
which gives us 
var (  gn  ) =  
g i ;N)  
d d j  
a^A(go, gi; AT) m^go, ^1; AT) r gi; AT) 
: |  (go, gl) = (#0, #i) 
agg 
and 
vâr [9 i )  =  — 
a^^(go, gi;AT) 
agg 
dd0dd 1 
(2.15) 
^^(^ ,  g , ;  TV)  AT)  (  ^1 ;  AT)  1  
agg ag^ % ago^gi J 
| |(go, gl) — (go, $1) • 
(2.16) 
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2.3.3 Monte Carlo Simulation 
Following the procedure of section 2.3.1, we simulate a sample of values (locations) 
with sample size (overall intensity over the study area A, which is also the mean of 
the Poisson distribution,) fA exp {(9o + (9iz(s)} v(ds). We also split our study window 
(0,1) x (0,1) unit square into 4x4 = 16 equally sized tracts. To construct combined data 
sets, we randomly sample some part (percent) of total simulated locations and assume 
them known. As shown in section 2.3.2, fitting the three different models, we may have 
the maximum likelihood estimates and their corresponding standard errors from inverse 
observed information matrix which involves calculation of the second derivatives of log 
likelihood with the plug-in estimates 0O and 6\. 
For a given model and t-th Monte Carlo sample, let the maximum likelihood es­
timates be df\j = 0,1 and their estimated asymptotic standard deviations (use the 
approximation version, i.e., square root of diagonals from observed inverse information 
matrix for sample t, see (2.14).) be âf\j = 0,1 as follows, 
gP  ^  t  =  l , 2 , . . . ,B .  
Using a Monte Carlo procedure with B simulated data sets, the MC estimates of expected 
values are 
(2.17) 
n t=1 
and the corresponding Monte Carlo estimates of standard errors are 
se(Q) = 
1 a -, 
—- EM* - B(Q)} (2.18) 
for Q any of the values 8q,  §i,  <t0 & à\ .  As B tends to infinity, these Monte Carlo esti­
mates converge to the true expected values and standard errors of estimated parameters 
under the conditions of the simulation. Thus (2.17) and (2.18) provide our best esti­
mates of the expected value and standard error of an estimated parameter given a fixed 
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covariate surface, mathematical form of intensity function, and true parameter values. 
These conditions for the type of point processes considered here correspond to a fixed 
expected sample size and true parameters in simpler settings. In particular, we will be 
concerned with the standard errors of mles 60 and 0\ and will assume that the number 
of Monte Carlo simulations B is large enough that 
se ~  s e { V j )  
; B  
B -  1 t—l 
1/2 
,.7 = 0,1. 
Also, the MC errors (simulation error) for the MC estimates of expected values E(Q) 
can be obtained as 
1/2 
' var (Q) 1 1 / 2  
MCE(Q) = var < 4 53 Q{t) B 4=1 B J 
(2.19) 
So, the MC errors for the MC estimates of expected values of 6q and 6\ are 
MCE(gj) = 
f -, B  M1/2 
vat{sg^ 
1 
B —  ; £i-i 
B 
1/2 
56 (^' 
Vs 
- ,  j  =  0,1; 
and the MC errors for the MC estimates of expected values of do and ct\ are 
MCE(âj) = 
1  B  M  l / 2  
x A 
" ( t )  B&ï E&1 {àf  -  É(àj)}2' 
B 
1/2 
, j  = o, 1. 
2.3.3.1 Pre-Analysis 
As an example, supposing that 6>0=6 and 6i=3, we randomly simulated one data set 
for each of the covariate functions zi(s) and z2(s) shown in Figure 2.3. They have roughly 
the same overall intensities, 729 and 783, respectively. We fit the models in section 2.3.2 
and the results are presented in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 for various percentages of 
point level data. As indicated in section 2.3.2, these points were randomly selected 
from the total collection of points simulated from the nonhomogeneous Poisson process. 
Points were selected independently for each level of point information (20%, 50%, 80%) 
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Table 2.2 Parameter estimate and standard error of 6>0 
Points 
Percent Points 
80% 50% 20% Counts 
Trampoline(zi(s)) 
Roller Coaster(z2(s)) 
6.03 
(0.08) 
5.95 
(0.06) 
6.01 
(0.08) 
5.94 
(0.07) 
6.04 
(0.08) 
5.90 
(0.07) 
5.94 
(0.09) 
5.90 
(0.08) 
5.93 
(0.09) 
5.89 
(0.09) 
Table 2.3 Parameter estimate and standard error of gi 
Points 
Percent Points 
80% 50% 20% Counts 
Trampoline (z^s)) 
Roller Coaster(z2(s)) 
2.88 
(0.31) 
3.04 
(0.19) 
2.97 
(0.32) 
3.13 
(0.20) 
2.82 
(0.34) 
3.19 
(0.22) 
3.32 
(0.36) 
3.18 
(0.25) 
3.36 
(0.37) 
3.24 
(0.28) 
considered. Note that the standard errors given in parentheses are from the inverse 
observed information matrix. 
Figure 2.4 presents a plot of the estimated standard errors of Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, 
expressed as a proportion of the count model value, against the percentage of point 
locations assumed known. We actually present more point information levels in the 
plot than the tables. Clearly, knowledge of specific locations increases the precision of 
Table 2.4 Parameter estimate and standard error of 90 for z2(s) 
Percent Points 
Points 80% 50% 20% Counts 
~ riZZ 3J33 3763 3~45 3Â6 3.38 Low overall mtens,ty(106) (Q 2Q) („ 21) (0 23) (a25) (0.27) 
, n • , z„OQ\ 5.95 5.94 5.90 5.91 5.89 High overall mtensity(783) {QM) (Q m) (Q Q7) (Q Q8) (Q Q9) 
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Figure 2.4 Reduction in estimated standard errors for variable heterogeneity 
estimates of 9 0  and 9\ .  We can see that this "value added" by knowing specific point 
locations is greater for the more heterogeneous intensity function (roller coaster) than for 
the smoother function (trampoline) and also appears somewhat greater for estimation 
of  91 than for  es t imat ion of  9 0 .  
For fixed heterogeneity, in order to look at the effects when overall intensity f i (A)  
increases, we simulate another data for covariate function z2(s) when #0=4 and #i=3, 
which results in an overall intensity of 106. Apply the models and compare the results 
with previous values for the same covariate function z2(s) when 90=6 and #i=3, which 
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Table 2.5 Parameter estimate and standard error of 9\ for z2(s) 
Percent Points 
Points 80% 50% 20% Counts 
~ 777 7777 3Ï59 3Ï6Ô 4T8 4Â3 4.39 Low overall mt=nS,ty(106) (Q 6(j) (Q 5g) (Q 65) („ n) (0 76) 
3.04 3.13 3.19 3.18 3.24 H.gh overall ,ntens,ty(783) (Q19) (Q 2Q) ^ ^  (Q ^ 
had an overall intensity of 783. We present the parameter estimates and estimated 
standard errors for 90 in Table 2.4 and for 9\ in Table 2.5. The difference in values of 
6*o produce different overall intensities. Again, by presenting more point information 
levels in the plot than the tables, Figure 2.5 presents a plot of the estimated standard 
errors of both 90 and 6>x, expressed as a proportion of the count model value, against the 
percentage of point locations assumed known as before, we notice reduction in estimated 
standard errors for estimation of A(s) when for fixed heterogeneity, overall intensity 
increases. Adding point information still helps in estimation of 90 and but the 
amount of "help" seems about the same for low and high overall intensity situations, as 
opposed to the previous example in which the "help" was greater for more heterogeneous 
intensity. That is, the benefit of knowing specific locational information for events shows 
more difference between situations with intensity functions that differ in heterogeneity 
but have the same overall intensity than between situations with intensity functions that 
differ in overall intensity but have the same heterogeneity. 
Table 2.6 Average realized overall sample sizes when B=2000 
covariate functions parameter values II Co
 II CO
 CO II Q
? II <
3? 
#0 = 5; 9i = 3 
zi(a) 36 99 267 
Z2W 39 106 288 
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Figure 2.5 Reduction in estimated standard errors for variable overall intensity 
2.3.3.2 Parameter Estimates and their Standard Errors 
Following the procedure of section 2.3.1, we simulate a sample of values (locations) 
with expected sample size fA exp {90 + 6,1z(s)} u(ds). To construct combined data sets, 
we randomly sample 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% (which actually is the point model) 
of these locations and assume them known. By fitting the three different models, we 
may have the maximum likelihood estimates and their corresponding estimated standard 
errors. 
Figure 2.6 presents a plot of MC estimates of both parameter estimates and the 
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Figure 2.6 Monte Carlo convergence 
estimated standard errors of 9 0  and 9i ,  expressed as MC estimates (2.17) or (2.18) against 
the MC sample size (i.e., number of simulated data sets). Figure 2.6 is constructed using 
only data simulated from the Roller Coaster case when 90 = 4 and 6>i = 3. Other cases 
were very similar. We may notice from the plot that the variability of MC estimates 
becomes small as sample size B gets bigger. A choice of Monte Carlo sample size 
B = 2000 was chosen to give good convergence of the Monte Carlo estimates. 
In order to investigate the situations with differing overall intensity given fixed het­
erogeneity and differing intensity heterogeneity given fixed overall intensity, we simulate 
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Table 2.7 Monte Carlo errors for 9 0  = 3 and 91 = 3 when B=2000 
percentages of known locations 
100% (point) 80% 60% 40% 20% tract 
Zl(s) O
 II Co
 
0.0082 0.0084 0.0086 0.0089 0.0092 0.0096 
II CO
 
0.0333 0.0343 0.0353 0.0370 0.0384 0.0400 
22 (a) S
b 
o
 II CO
 
0.0067 0.0070 0.0072 0.0079 0.0080 0.0090 CO II q
T 
0.0196 0.0207 0.0223 0.0241 0.0255 0.0291 
Table 2.8 Monte Carlo errors 9 0  = 4 and 0\  = 3 when B=2000 
percentages of known locations 
100% (point) 80% 60% 40% 20% tract 
#0 = 4 0.0048 0.0049 0.0052 0.0052 0.0053 0.0055 
(9i = 3 0.0192 0.0197 0.0204 0.0210 0.0215 0.0226 
22(3) S
b 
o
 II 0.0040 0.0041 0.0043 0.0045 0.0048 0.0052 
91 = 3 0.0116 0.0124 0.0130 0.0140 0.0153 0.0169 
data sets for some different parameter values and covariate functions Zi(s) and z 2 (s) .  
Monte Carlo estimates are calculated using (2.17) and (2.18). Here we treat Monte Carlo 
standard errors as the "true" standard errors of estimates 9q and 9\. By (2.19), we may 
calculate the Monte Carlo errors of the MC estimates. Three sets of parameter values 
were used for each of the two covariate surfaces, (90 = 3, 9\ = 3), (6>0 = 4, 9\ = 3), 
(6>o = 5, #i = 3), giving a total of 6 different "cases" examined. Table 2.6 presents 
average realized overall sample sizes for these 6 "cases". We may notice that the aver­
age realized overall sample sizes for the cases based on two different covariate functions 
zi(s) and z2(s) are approximately the same. Before presenting detailed results of the 
simulations, we provide an indication of the level of precision achieved in the Monte 
Carlo procedure itself. Table 2.7 presents the MC standard errors of expression (2.19) 
for estimation of the expected values of 80 and 9\, when <90 = 3 and 9\ = 3. Table 2.8 
presents these values for 90 = 4 and 9\ = 3, and Table 2.9 the same for 90 = 5 and 
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Table 2.9 Monte Carlo errors for #o = 5 and #i = 3 when B=2000 
percentages of known locations 
100% (point) 80% 60% 40% 20% tract 
ZlW 
#0 = 5 0.0029 0.0030 0.0030 0.0031 0.0033 0.0034 
#i = 3 0.0116 0.0121 0.0123 0.0129 0.0135 0.0140 
Z2W 
#o = 5 0.0023 0.0024 0.0025 0.0026 0.0029 0.0031 
OS
 
CO
 
0.0070 0.0074 0.0078 0.0084 0.0093 0.0103 
Table 2.10 Monte Carlo estimates for #0 = 3 and #1 = 3 when B=2000 
percentages of known locations 
100%(point) 80% 60% 40% 20% tract 
#0 
E(#o) 2.9822 2.9780 2.9764 2.9805 2.9691 2.9640 
se(#o) 0.3654 0.3761 0.3835 0.3988 0.4131 0.4295 
#1 
2(#i) 2.9587 2.9735 2.9767 2.9496 2.9954 3.0105 
ge(#i) 1.4886 1.5350 1.5767 1.6530 1.7175 1.7905 
22 W 
#0 
E(#o) 2.9720 2.9683 2.9645 2.9585 2.9579 2.9546 
se(#o) 0.3008 0.3131 0.3238 0.3520 0.3574 0.4035 
#1 
%) 2.9772 2.9848 2.9893 3.0004 2.9938 2.9804 
se(#i) 0.8787 0.9243 0.9973 1.0764 1.1395 1.3019 
# i=3 .  Wi th in  any  one  o f  t he se  s e t s  o f  pa rame te r  va lues ,  Mon te  Ca r lo  s imu la t ion  e r ro r  
was fairly stable across different percentages of point locations used in estimation (i.e., 
within any one row of Tables 2.7, 2.8 or 2.9), although these simulation errors do appear 
to increase slightly for the models that use less point information. Also, the MC errors 
are generally a bit higher for smaller values of #0, being consistently greatest in Table 2.7 
and smallest in Table 2.9. 
The fundamental results of the simulations are presented in Table 2.10 for #0 = 3 
and #i = 3, in Table 2.11 for #0 = 4 and #i = 3 and in Table 2.12 for #0 = 5 and #i = 3. 
In these tables, the estimated expected values of #0 do not differ across models using 
various amounts of point location information, within the levels of Monte Carlo error of 
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Table 2.11 Monte Carlo estimates for 9 0  = 4 and 91 = 3 when B=2000 
percentages of known locations 
100% (point) 80% 60% 40% 20% tract 
Zl(s) 
80 
E(%) 3.9883 3.9886 3.9854 3.9865 3.9842 3.9800 
se(#o) 0.2150 0.2198 0.2290 0.2330 0.2369 0.2482 
91 EN 
2.9920 2.9893 3.0022 2.9955 3.0046 3.0208 
ae(#i) 0.8567 0.8800 0.9145 0.9389 0.9618 1.0095 
22(5) 
9q 
#(%,) 3.9858 3.9838 3.9794 3.9764 3.9726 3.9643 
ge(#o) 0.1765 0.1833 0.1904 0.2023 0.2163 0.2337 
9 i 
%) 2.9774 2.9822 2.9960 3.0017 3.0107 3.0340 
ge(#i) 0.5181 0.5528 0.5792 0.6280 0.6857 0.7538 
Table 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9, and the same is true for expected value of 0\. In addition, none 
of these expectations can be declared as different than the true parameter values. 
In contrast to expected values, the Monte Carlo estimated standard errors decrease 
as the amount of point location information in estimation increases. For the covariate 
funct ion z 2 (s)  case,  the  values  of  the  MC est imates  of  the  s tandard deviat ions se(9 0 )  
decrease about 3% to 5% as the percentage of locations known increases every 20%, and 
the values of the MC estimates of the standard deviations se{9\) decrease about 5% to 
12% as the percentages increases every 20%. Table 2.16 shows the MC estimates of the 
standard deviations se(0o)and se(#i) decrease 25% to 26% and 31% to 33%respectively 
from the tract level xount model to the point model. For the covariate function Zi(s), we 
have the similar results, but the standard deviation decreases are not as big as those in 
z2(s) case. So the more exact locations we know the more precise maximum likelihood 
estimates become for parameters of the underlying process and help more for the high 
heterogeneous covariate function case. 
In order to compare the cases for both fixed heterogeneity, effect of overall intensity 
and fixed overall intensity, effect of intensity heterogeneity, we summarize the results in 
Table 2.16. Since each combination of values of 9q and 9\ determines the overall intensity, 
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Table 2.12 Monte Carlo estimates for 9 0  = 5 and 91 = 3 when B=2000 
percentages of known locations 
100%(point) 80% 60% 40% 20% tract 
Zl(s) 
#0 
E(%) 5.0005 5.0004 5.0006 5.0001 5.0023 5.0004 
se(#o) 0.1295 0.1335 0.1352 0.1407 0.1460 0.1506 
%) 2.9674 2.9670 2.9657 2.9671 2.9561 2.9638 
se(#i) 0.5193 0.5392 0.5493 0.5765 0.6030 0.6268 
22 W 
9Q M%) 4.9984 4.9964 4.9945 4.9915 4.9871 4.9839 
se(#o) 0.1040 0.1085 0.1126 0.1185 0.1285 0.1404 
8I  
E(9i) 2.9545 2.9604 2.9660 2.9756 2.9882 2.9969 
ae(#i) 0.3120 0.3296 0.3509 0.3742 0.4160 0.4596 
we may look at the three big rows with different pairs of 9 0  and 9\  values. Within each 
big row, the overall intensity is fixed, it is very obvious that when intensity heterogeneity 
(covariate function heterogeneity) increases, more point information, i.e., more known 
point locations, help more for the more heterogeneous intensity function case z2(s) than 
the less heterogeneous intensity function case z^s). This is because the reduction of 
estimated standard error gets bigger as more and more point locations are known. And 
we also notice that the reduction amount for the high heterogeneous intensity case is 
much bigger than the one for the low heterogeneous intensity case. This is very similar 
to what we have seen in Figure 2.4. When we stay within the same covariate function 
category, and across the blocks of the combination of different 90 and 6>i, it seems that 
the reduction amount of estimated standard errors of ê\ (i.e., se(<9i)j keeps relatively 
consistent when the overall intensity changes though more point information still helps, 
which, however, is similar to what we have seen in Figure 2.5. 
Having developed the model for a combination of aggregate and point data from a 
nonhomogeneous Poisson process, we wish to explore the properties of the estimators of 
the underlying parameters. More specifically, we want to determine inferential quantities 
connected with the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters involved in the 
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Table 2.13 Comparison between se(6j)  and Ë(âj)  for do = 3 and 81 = 3 
when B=2000 
percentages of known locations 
100%(point) 80% 60% 40% 20% tract 
Zl(s) 
#0 
E(&o) 0.3509 0.3608 0.3712 0.3825 0.3965 0.4111 
se(#o) 0.3654 0.3761 0.3835 0.3988 0.4131 0.4295 
81 
%) 1.4200 1.4698 1.5229 1.5833 1.6491 1.7203 
ge(#i) 1.4886 1.5350 1.5767 1.6530 1.7175 1.7905 
Z2W 
80 
Ë(<7o) 0.2873 0.3000 0.3148 0.3331 0.3567 0.3874 
se(#o) 0.3008 0.3131 0.3238 0.3520 0.3574 0.4035 
81 
%) 0.8591 0.9133 0.9759 1.0512 1.1508 1.2799 
ge(#i) 0.8787 0.9243 0.9973 1.0764 1.1395 1.3019 
intensity function. For the point model, under expanding domain asymptotics, Rathbun 
and Cressie (1994) extend results of Kutoyants (1984) from one dimension [0, T] C % to 
a spatial domain !Rd, where d > 1. They have verified that under appropriate regularity 
conditions, the maximum likelihood estimator is consistent, asymptotically normal and 
asymptotically efficient. However, for our aggregate-point combined model, conditions 
similar to those used by Kutoyants (1984) are not readily available. An alternative to 
the type of asymptotics described above is offered by the methodology of simulation. 
In section 2.3.3.2, we also get estimate of inverse information. Table 2.13, 2.14 
and 2.15 show that the values of se(8j) and Ê(âj) are roughly the same except using 
inverse information (Ë(âj)) underestimates "true" standard error a little. The difference 
seems to decrease as number of known locations increases. Monte Carlo sample size of 
2000 is big enough to give estimates of the "MC error" (i.e., simulation error) three 
orders of magnitude less than the MC estimates (See Table 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12). This 
suggests that the estimates of asymptotic standard deviations Ê(â0) and Ê(âi) give a 
good approximation of the actual standard deviations as represented by the MC values 
se(#o) and ae(#i). 
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Table 2.14 Comparison between se(9j)  and Ê(âj)  for 9 0  = 4 and 91 = 3 
when B=2000 
percentages of known locations 
100%(point) 80% 60% 40% 20% tract 
Zl(s) 
9o 
0.2111 0.2166 0.2228 0.2295 0.2371 0.2460 
5e(#o) 0.2150 0.2198 0.2290 0.2330 0.2369 0.2482 
9i  
%) 0.8521 0.8810 0.9122 0.9476 0.9866 1.0303 
ge(#i) 0.8567 0.8800 0.9145 0.9389 0.9618 1.0095 
22(5) 
9 0  
E(âo) 0.1728 0.1799 0.1887 0.1995 0.2136 0.2324 
ae(#o) 0.1765 0.1833 0.1904 0.2023 0.2163 0.2337 
9i  
%) 0.5160 0.5469 0.5831 0.6281 0.6852 0.7591 
se(#i) 0.5181 0.5528 0.5792 0.6280 0.6857 0.7538 
2.4 DESIGN PROBLEM 
We have already studied the models on tract counts, point locations and a combi­
nation of point and counts. When we have a preliminary estimated model from tract 
counts, it is helpful to obtain some point locations. However, it remains unclear on 
where to look for these additional points. We focus on this issue in this section. Our 
overall goal is to look at this in two parts. First part, for a chosen continuous spatial 
covariate function and a known study area, tracts are fixed known, after observation, 
we would like to know where to look for exact locations of the points. The second part, 
on the other hand, the tracts are not known, we would like to know where to place the 
tracts and also would like to know where to look for exact locations of the points. 
Now let's define the "mean" and "variance" of a covariate observation function 
{z(s); s G A}, where A is our study region. 
Definition 2.1: Let A(s) = exp {9 0  + #iz(s)} be an intensity function, where {z(s); s  6 
A} is a covariate observation function with A as the study region. The "mean" of 
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Table 2.15 Comparison between se(9j)  and Ê(âj)  for #0 = 5 and 9\  = 3 
when B=2000 
percentages of known locations 
100% (point) 80% 60% 40% 20% tract 
Zi(g) 
#0 
#0) 0.1278 0.1311 0.1347 0.1388 0.1434 0.1487 
se(#o) 0.1295 0.1335 0.1352 0.1407 0.1460 0.1506 
#1 
%) 0.5164 0.5337 0.5526 0.5736 0.5974 0.6239 
ae(#i) 0.5193 0.5392 0.5493 0.5765 0.6030 0.6268 
^2(5) 
#0 
E(^o) 0.1042 0.1085 0.1136 0.1200 0.1284 0.1396 
ge(#o) 0.1040 0.1085 0.1126 0.1185 0.1285 0.1404 
#1 
%) 0.3118 0.3301 0.3519 0.3784 0.4123 0.4570 
ge(#i) 0.3120 0.3296 0.3509 0.3742 0.4160 0.4596 
{z(s); s 6 A} (weighted average of z(s) with weights given by density of s )  is defined as 
B a z ( s ) =Lz(s) iAMsHdsf{ds)=L (2-20) 
and the "variance" of (z(s); s G A} is defined as 
VarAz(a) = {z(g)}^ - {E^z(g)}^ 
• /,<*»' U liJui* - {/. ""j ,  
In our previous simulation study, we have already verified that the estimates of 
asymptotic standard deviations give a good approximation of the actual standard devi­
ations. So we may look at the estimates of asymptotic standard deviations from inverse 
information matrix instead in this section. From (2.14), we know that 
Var ( êo )  = ^ j I ( 0 o ,  ô i )  =  (do ,  #i) 
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Table 2.16 Reduction in estimated standard errors from tract model 
percentages of known locations 
100% 80% 60% 40% 20% 
CO 
CO 
Il 
II 
Q? 
Q? 
se(0o) Zl(g) 14.9% 12.4% 10.7% 7.1% 3.8% 
CO 
CO 
Il 
II 
Q? 
Q? 
Zg(5) 25.5% 22.4% 19.8% 12.8% 11.4% 
CO 
CO 
Il 
II 
Q? 
Q? 
se(Ôi) zi(a) 16.9% 14.3% 11.9% 7.7% 4.1% 
CO 
CO 
Il 
II 
Q? 
Q? 
22(a) 32.5% 29.0% 23.4% 17.3% 12.5% 
#o = 4 
#i = 3 
ge(0o) zi(a) 13.4% 11.4% 7.7% 6.1% 4.6% 
Z2W 24.5% 21.6% 18.5% 13.4% 7.4% 
se(êi) Zl(g) 15.1% 12.8% 9.4% 7.0% 4.7% 
zg(g) 31.3% 26.7% 23.2% 16.7% 9.0% 
#o = 5 
#i = 3 
ge(êo) zi(s) 14.0% 11.4% 10.2% 6.6% 3.0% 
Z2(s) 25.9% 22.7% 19.8% 15.6% 8.5% 
ae(gi) Zl(g) 17.2% 14.0% 12.4% 8.0% 3.8% 
22(a) 32.1% 28.3% 23.7% 18.6% 9.5% 
— ; X 
exp j#o + #iz(s) j v{ds)  
( f A  z ( s )  exp{g0+6>i.z(s)}i/(cZs) 
f A  exp- [0 o +&iz ( s )J i / (ds )  ) 
/A{z(s)}2exp{<9o + 0iz ( s ) } l / (ds )  y  f A  z ( s )  expj 9 0 +8iz ( s ) }v (ds )  2 
f A  exp{6lo+0~iz ( s ) }v (ds )  f A  exp{û 0 +&iz ( s ) } i s (ds )  f A  exp(e0+y"iz(s))i/(ds) / 
1 + 
where 
T, _ I _ J* (^(^))^ exp(#o + #iz(g))z/(ds) exp(#o + giz(a))z/(ds) 
v 
~ 2^ n i  ; ; : 72 
i=i exp(#o + #iz(s))y(cki)) 
(jA^Mexp(#o + #iz(s))z/(d5))' 
_ 2^ r 
exp(#o + #iz(s))%/(dg)y 
^ (z(s)f exp(% + #iz(g))i/(c(g) exp(% + ^ z(a))z/(dg) 
/  v  m i  
2 = 1 ({4, exp(% + #iz(a))^(dg)y 
(j^z(s)exp(#o + #iz(8))z/(ds))' 
=1 (I4, Gxp(#o + #iz(s))z/(ok;)) 
y\ ^  /lAi (^(^))^ exp(#o + #iz(s))z/(ds) GXp(#0 + #iz(s))z/(ck)) 
i=i \ J^exp(go + #iz(g))z/(dg) (^.exp(% + #iz(g))i/(ds))^ 
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^ ^ (^(^))^ exp(#o + #iz(a))^(dg) ^(&) exp(% + 0iz(g))i/((i8)^ 
-J2m i=i , 2 \ IAi exp(#0 + #1 z(s))v(ds)  ( fA i  exp(9 0  + 9iz(s))u(ds)^j  
k  k j  
= ^]TtiVaryi,z(g)-Y]miVaT^z(s),by (2.21). (2.22) 
i=1 i=l 
By (2.12) on page 19, we know estimates 9 0  and 9 0  satisfy JA .  exp(9 0  + 9iz(s))v{ds)  = n.  
Also considering (2.20) and (2.21), for combined model, we have the following, • 
Varyvf (do)  = —-j^exp(% + #iz(5))z/(dg) 
/  /  fA  z(s)exp(9 0+e 1z(s)) iy(ds) \ 2  ^ 
 ^ V Ia exp(6o+9iz(s))i/(ds) J 
JA  (z(s))2 exp(e"o+e"iz(a))i/(ds) ^ y _ / fA  z(s)  exp(0 o+e\z(s))v(ds)  \  2  
V JA  exp(9 o+0iz(s))v(ds)  jA  exp(0 o+6iz(s)) i>(ds)  /A  exp(0~o+0\z(s)) i>(ds)  y  /  
2  \  .  _ \ 2  
X 
_1 T (Êaz(s))  2  \  _ 1 ^ (ÊAz(s)) 
n V 
Similarly, we have 
1 H— — — — —I . (2.23) 
VarAz(s)  — ^  I n  nVarAz(s)  — V 
VarM (#i) = —=== ——-- (2.24) 
x  
'  nVarAz{s)  — V 
It is very straight forward that for count model, the estimated approximate variances 
for 90 and 9i are, 
^ cW- ;+  _  { È A Z {:)]\—• (^) 
i=1 
and 
V^c (#1) = — ^ — . (2.26) 
Myar^z(a) - 2] %Var^z(s) 
i=1 
Similarly, for point model, the corresponding estimated approximate variances for 9 0  
and 91 are, 
— \ 1 (Ê^z(a)y 
VaIP ^ = n + nvSrAz ( s y  ^  
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and 
vàrp (§A = 1 (2.28) 
To see how our combined model improves the parameter estimation from the count 
model, by (2.23), (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26), we look at the relative decrease of the esti­
mated approximate variances for both 0q and 6\ for combined model, Rmc-, as follows, 
/- X Varc (#o) — Varm (#O) 
*"0M = via fa) 
(ÊAz{ s ) )  (ÉA  z(s))  
and 
Rmc (#i)  
t  — / \ 
- E ^ VarA^(a) i=1 
nVarAz(s)  — V 
1 I (_&z(s) f  
n  
MVaryiz(g)  — E MiVar^.z(s) 
1 1 
nVar/iz(s) 
k 
- E MiVar^z(g)  i=l 
nVarAz(s)  — V 
1 1 
(Ê^z(s) ') nVarAz(s)  - k   E MiVar^z(g) 
i=i 
Và^c (#i) - VaiM (#i) 
o
 
(1 
(*i) 
1 1 
k .  .  
- E 7%Varji.z(s) i=1 
nVarAz(s)  -  V 
1 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
n,yor^z(g) — I] n(VarAiZ(s) 2=1 
Obviously, the point model improves the parameter estimation most from the count 
model, similarly, by (2.25), (2.26), (2.27) and (2.28), we look at the relative decrease of 
the estimated approximate variances for both 90 and Q\ for point model, Rpc, as follows, 
M*») - y, w 
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- E ^^z(a) 
1  (^z ( s )^  
+ 
n — k  
nVm%4z(s) - E MiVar^.z(g) i=i 
1 1 
%yor^(s) - E r%Var*z(s) 
2=1 
1 1 
+ 
(2.31) 
M (^z(s)) n,Voryiz(a) — E MiVar^.z(a) 
2 = 1 
and 
Rpc  i — 
Varc (<9i) - Varr (#1) 
Varc (dr) 
1 1 
^y^Az(a) - E ^ V^^z(g) ^^Az(g) 
1 
mV"arjiz(g) - E MiVar/i.z(s) i=1 
k 
E ?iiVar*z(g) 
= . (2.32) 
n,yorAz(a) 
For a fixed covariate function and a given form of intensity function with a known 
study area A, after observation, number of observed events n is known, EAZ(S)  (or 
_ k 
E aZ(s )) and VarAz(s)  (or VarAz(s))  are known. It is obvious that n = E So we 
2 = 1 
may look at the relationship between Var (Ôij  , i  = 1,2, and number of total tracts, 
number of tracts with known exact locations, number of known locations in each tract. 
We have already verified by Monte carlo simulation that Var (§oj and Var (§ij are good 
estimates of Var (#0) and Var We may study Var (<90) and Var (J)^j by looking at 
Var (#0) and Var (#1). Following (2.22), we define 
k k \  
V = ]r?iiVar,i.z(s) - ^2miVarA^(g), 
i=l i=1 
whose corresponding plug-in estimation form is V.  
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2.4.1 Tracts Are Known 
If tracts are fixed, for a fixed covariate function, Var^.z(s) should be known and n* 
are fixed after observation. Apparently, to have a good design, we need to have variances 
as small as possible and RMC as big as possible for parameter estimates, which leads to 
our design criterion: to minimize V. 
fci 
It is obvious that the more known points (m; is bigger) the bigger the part Ë rajVar^ z(s). 
1=1 
Especially, for bigger Var^.z(s) tract, if more points are also known (mi is bigger), 
k l  /  /< \  Ê miVaxAiz(s) is even bigger, thus Var f 6U , z = 1,2 is smaller. Considering the fact 
i—1 
that the number of known points has to be at most the number of all points, which 
means that m* < rij, we re-express V as follows, 
k k \  
V = ^]MiVar^.z(g) - ]rmiVar*z(s) 
i= 1 i=1 
fc i  k 
= ^2(M:-m()VaTA^W+ niVar*z(s). 
i=1 i=k\+l 
As long as ki is fixed (chosen), we would like — m; as small as possible for those 
tracts with high "variance". So, the more known points, the smaller the variance and 
the bigger the RMC of estimates, especially for tracts with high intensity heterogeneity. 
Apparently, the optimal case is that 
k k \  
^niVar*z(s) = ^miVar^z(a), 
1=1 1=1 
which is the case when we know all the points in each tract. 
As an example, supposing that 9 0  — 3 and 6X  = 3, using the same procedure in 
section 2.3, we randomly simulated a data set for the covariate function z2(s) shown in 
the lower panel of Figure 2.3. The overall intensity for the study region is about 39. 
The simulated data size is 32. We split our study region A, a (0,1) x (0,1) unit square, 
into 2x2 equally sized sub-regions numbered as I, II, III and IV. The "variance" of 
the covariate function z2(s) in these four regions are 0.0211, 0.0345, 0.0470 and 0.0345 
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respectively and the numbers of points in these regions are 8, 7, 10 and 7 respectively. 
Suppose we know 20 exact locations of these 32 points. For simplicity, we assume 5 
exact locations are known in both II and IV. The rest 10 are distributed between I and 
III .  From the s imulat ion s tudy in  sect ion 2.3.3,  we know the ' t rue '  s tandard errors  for  9 0  
and §i are 0.2873 and 0.8591 respectively. Now, let's list the estimated standard errors 
for the estimated parameters 60 and 6\ for some different combinations of numbers of 
known locations in regions I and III. We don't change the numbers of known locations 
for regions II and IV because they have the same "variance" of the covariate function 
and changing number of known locations in these two regions should not matter. Table 
2.17 presents that the estimated standard errors become small as the high "variance" 
region III has more known exact locations. 
Table 2.17 Estimated standard errors for 9 0  and 6\  when #0 = 3 and = 3 
numbers of known locations 
region I 8 6 4 2 0 
region III 2 4 6 8 10 
d"o 0.3050 0.2998 0.2951 0.2907 0.2851 
<7l 1.0314 1.0050 0.9806 0.9578 0.9285 
2.4.2 Tracts Are Not Known 
Before we start formal analytical discussion in this section, let's look at the following 
lemma first. 
Lemma 2.1 A property of "weighted" mean/average: For any positive integers k \  
a n d  k 2 ,  and any non-negative real numbers rij, rrij, a,, bj, i = 1,ki, j = 1,..., k2- If 
fci k2 
i=l 3=1 
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and 
fci /C2 
a i= ^.7 ? 
2=1 j=l 
then for any k 2  > ki ,  
(2.33) 
2=1 j=l 
Proof: 
fci 
The proof is by induction. Let k 2  = 2 and &i = 1, so that n i  = nl  = n, say, and i=l 
fci Ë ^ = ai = a. Then the left-hand side of (2.33) is 
i=i 
fci 
L = niai = na = n(bi + b2), 
i=1 
2 
since a = J2 bj  = bi  + b 2  by hypothesis. Similarly, the right hand side of (2.33) is 
o= 1 
fc2 
R =  ^ 2 rri jbj  = rrt ibi  + m 2b 2 .  
3 =1 
By subtraction, 
L — R — (n — mi)bi  + (n — m 2 )b 2  
= m2bx + mib2 > 0 
=$ L > R.  
The second line above follows from the hypothesis that n = mi + m 2 .  Now, suppose 
(2.33)  holds  for  some k\  = N and k 2  > N.  I .e . ,  for  any k 2  > ki  = N,  
fci N  fcz 
5Z niai = Yj  niai > 13 m3br (2.34) 
2=1 i=l j=l 
We want to show that if k\  = N + 1, for any k 2  > N + 1, 
fci jV+l &2 
= J2 niQi > ^Zm3b3- (2.35) 
2=1 2 = 1 i = l 
By (2.34), for any k 2  > N 
N k,2 N fca N /c2 
> ^rrijbj, where = an<^ = 71 &?', 
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then, for any k'2 = k2 + 1 > N + 1, 
JV+1 JV &2 &2 + 1 ^2 
53 = Ylniai + nw+iaiv+i > 53 mA' + njv+iaAr+1 = 53 rri jbj  = 53 
i=l i=l j=l .3=1 j=l 
where njv+i = mfc2+i, aN+i = &fc2+i- Obviously, at this time, 
N-1-1  N  K2 K2 &2 + 1 ^2 
53 Hi = 53 7lj + njv+1 = 53 m i  + nN+1 = 53 + mfc2 + l = 53 mJ = 53 m3> 
i=l i=l j = l j=1 j=l j=l 
and 
iV-fl N* ^2 &2 &2 + 1 ^2 
53  a i =  53  a i  +  °^+ i  =  53  b o  +  ^ N+i  =  53  ^  +  ^ 2+1  =  53  =  53  b r  
i=1 i=l j=l j=l j=l j=l 
We actually have (2.35) that is what we need to prove. 
If tracts are not fixed, for a given study area and a known underlying intensity 
function (process), total number of points n and VarAz(s) are known. We are not sure 
where exactly the tracts are. For this case, it is not very obvious to look at RMC directly. 
Alternatively, we may look at the ratio between RMC and Rpc, where the latter is the 
possible maximum that RMC may achieve. We would like this ratio as big as possible. 
By (2.29), (2.30), (2.31) and (2.31), we have, 
RMC f#o )  RMC f# i )  
Rpc (#o) RPC (#I )  
1 1 
?iyarAz(g) — E MtVarA.z(s) 7T^m\4z(s) y 
2 = 1 
1 
MyorAz(g) - E MiVar^z(a) MyarAz(g) 
2 = 1 
nVarAz ( S )  (nVarA Z ( S )  — niVarAiz(s) 
nVarAz(s)  —— — 
nVarAz(s)  — V 
k 3Z 
53^Var^z(g) 
i=i 
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nVarAz(s)  (  £  niVarA iz(s)  — V 
nyar^z(s) — y 
k _  
Î=1 
En .vSvM-V ^  n ( ^ r A 2 ( s )  
E n,WrA,z(s) nVarAz( s )  -  V 
i= l  
S^2'5' :: njWM 
È^r^W X nV«M S ) - l / '  
fel 
£ i=l 
fc 
I i=l 
k \  — k  _ — • —  k  — - —  A i i  
Since $2 m^VarAi2:(s) < £ n^Var^.z(s) and V = Y1 ^Var^.z(s) — 2 m^Var^.z(s), the 
i=l i=l i=l i=1 
first term of the above expression becomes bigger as V gets smaller, thus the ratios 
MC C°) and MC C1) become bigger, we still only need to look at V solely and 
J?pc (%,) J%rc (9i) 
would like V as small as possible. 
By the definition of "variance", we know that the more tracts (i.e., the bigger k), the 
k  
bigger the £ Var^z(a) , thus, in order to use lemma 2.1, we need to modify V as V*, i=i 
v - v k 
£ VarA«z(s) i=i 
I  I  k  k l  
= - y%V&r*z(g) - I] miVar*z(s) 
£Var^z (a )  
i=1  
\ ( kl k 
= ~k XI (ni " mi) VaraAs) + J2 niVarAjz(s) 
£ VarAj2:(s) v=1 i=fci+i 
=  E (n , -m . )  ^aAs) + £ n,^ A ' z { s )  .  
£ Var^z(a) :=*=i+i £ Var^.z(s) 
i—1 i=l 
Actually both, 
ki  k  k i  
]T (n* -  m*) + rH = n-^2 m u  
2=1 i—ki+l  i= 1 
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and 
^ VarA,z(s) , Var^z(g) _ ^ 
2—1 k + 2-^  k 
i=1 £ VarAi z(s) i=fci+i £ VarAi z(s) 
i=1  i=1  
are fixed known after observation. By (2.33), we know that when we have more tracts, 
V* is smaller. However, by the definition of "variance", we know^that the more tracts 
k  k  
the bigger the £ VarAiz(s) and V = V* x £ Var Ajz(s), it is hard to tell if V becomes 
i=1 t=l 
small when we have more tracts. In order to have a bigger ratio, we would hope the 
k  
decrease rate of V* is faster than the increase rate of £ VarAjz(s). 
i=  1  
So, to analyze a spatial point pattern, when the covariate information is available 
and study area is known with fixed known tracts, as a first step, we may try to find 
the "variance" information for the tracts. If the spatial point pattern can be analyzed 
based on a Poisson process with a intensity À(s) — exp(% + #iz(s)), we have known 
from the previous sections that the more exact locations the more precise the estimator. 
Therefore, we may try to find more exact locations in those tracts with high "variance" 
in order to have small standard errors. However, if the tracts are not fixed known, it is 
hard to balance between having more tracts and finding more exact locations. 
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CHAPTER 3. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS FOR SPATIAL 
NONHOMOGENEOUS POISSON POINT PROCESS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the context of spatial observations, there are two types of commonly used asymp­
totic structures. In the first case, the observed region of the spatial process of interest 
is bounded, and more and more observations are taken from within this given region. 
The minimum distance between the data sites approaches zero as the sample size goes 
to infinity. Following Cressie (1993), we call this "infill asymptotics". This kind of 
structure is common in mining, soil science and other geostatistical applications where 
information is sampled from a fixed, bounded region. No general results are available 
for maximum likelihood estimators under infill asymptotics. Lahiri (1996) shows that 
under some fairly mild conditions, the least squares estimators of a spatial regression 
parameter vector and the method of moments estimator of the variogram of x(-) at a 
point converge to nondegenerate limiting random vectors, and are therefore inconsistent 
for the underlying parameters. In the second asymptotic setting, we observe a stochas­
tic process at an increasing number of sites with fixed minimum distance, while the 
region becomes unbounded as the sample size goes to infinity. This setting is known as 
expanding domain asymptotics. 
Ibragimov and Has'minskii (1981) have verified that under appropriate regularity 
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conditions, for any family of statistical experiments, the maximum likelihood estimator 
is consistent, asymptotically normal and asymptotically efficient. Kutoyants (1984) 
shows that for one dimension [0, T] C % if several conditions are satisfied, the point 
model allows the same results as the more general case of Ibragimov and Has'minskii. 
Rathbun and Cressie (1994) show that the results of Kutoyants (1984) are also true for 
spat ia l  domain where d> 1.  
However, for our aggregate-point combined model, conditions similar to those used 
by Kutoyants (1984) are not readily available. In our case, we don't known all the 
locations, besides the underlying point process N, we have an extra stochastic generating 
mechanism M (related to known locations) involved. We don't know what exactly 
generating mechanism M is as we know of N. We do know M < N and it is a counting 
measure. 
The goal of this chapter is to study asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood 
estimator for the proposed combined model. We will use the similar notations and 
problem setting that have been used by Rathbun and Cressie (1994). 
Let |it| = {u 'u) 1 / 2  denote the norm of the vector u and let \H\  = sup{\Hu\  : |u| = 1} 
denote the norm of the matrix H. Graybill (1983) has provided the detailed properties 
of matrix norm. 
For a deterministic function /, mapping A onto $?, and Lebesgue measure v,  we 
define its norm in the linear space L2(A) (We say that / G L2(A) if ||/||A < oo.) as, 
A function f (s \y6)  is absolutely continuous with respective to y G [a,  b]  at the point 
s G if for any e > 0, there exists ô > 0 such that 
3.2 PRELIMINARIES 
(3.1) 
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m  
É l/(s;o%#) - < e, i= 1 
for any finite collection {((%,/%) : i  = 1, . . . ,  m} of non overlapping intervals in [a,  b]  with 
771 
E - A#| < 6. 
i=1 
For a nonhomogeneous Poisson process N  with intensity function A(-;0), define the 
random signed-measure, 
Qe(A) = W(A) - / A(s; 0)z/(ds); A E A (3.2) 
J  A 
Let £ be any deterministic Lebesgue measurable function such that, 
[ £(s)A(s; d)u(ds)  < oo, (3.3) 
J  A 
for any bounded set A E A. For each realization of Q g ,  define the stochastic integral, 
Je((;A) = / £(5)Qo(d3);Ae^l, (3.4) 
J  A  
where £ satisfies (3.3). We will see in section 3.4 that Jg(£; A) is well-defined and 
measurable. 
3.3 LOCAL ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY AND 
ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR 
In a number of interesting papers of Hajek (1962, 1970 and 1972), LeCam(1953, 1956 
and 1960), and other authors, it was provided that many important properties of statisti­
cal estimators follow from the asymptotic normality of the logarithm of the likelihood ra­
tio for neighborhood hypothesis (for values of parameters close to each other) regardless 
of the relation between the observations which produced the given likelihood function. 
The main purpose of this chapter is to provide the asymptotic properties of maximum 
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likelihood estimator adapted from Ibragimov and Has'minskii (1981). Ibragimov and 
Has'minskii consider a family of statistical experiments £e = {Pg£^ : 9 G ©}) 
generated by observations X e .  They study the asymptotic behavior of maximum like­
lihood estimator of 9, as e -> 0. In our case, the family of experiments is a sequence 
{(Nj, Mj)' : j = 1,2,...}, where Nj = N(Aj) and Mj = M(Aj) for TV is a nonhomoge-
neous Poisson process and M is an unknown count generating mechanism with support 
[0, N], We study the behavior of the maximum likelihood estimator of 9 as j —> oo. 
The point process N  and iV-related M  together induce a probability measure on the 
s p a c e  of locally-finite counting measures (5>, A/") on 9?d, which belongs to V = {P$ : 9 G 
0}. Here M is the smallest cr-algebra generated by sets of the form {(N, M)' G $ : 
N(A) = n k M(A) < n}, for all A G A and all n G {1,2,...}, where A denote the Borel 
se t s  i n  3R d .  Cons ide r  a  nes t ed  sequence  o f  bounded  Bore l  s e t s  {A j  G  A :  j  =  1 ,2 , . . . }  
such that  i ' (Aj)  —> oo.  Let  5>j  be  a  col lect ion of  local ly-f ini te  count ing measures  on Aj.  
Define Aj = Aj fl A to be the trace cr-algebra of A on Aj, and define P^3 = Pe\(Nj,Mi)' 
to be the restriction of Pg to A/}, where Mj = H W is the trace cr-algebra of M on 
5>n. So Nj is a nonhomogeneous Poisson process on Aj with intensity A(s; 9) and Mj is 
a restricted count generating mechanism on Aj. Note that A/*i C C • • • C J\f, i.e., 
{Mj : j = 1,2,...} is a nested sequence of cr-algebras. Let denote the mathematical 
expectation operator with respect to P^:. 
We now study the asymptotic properties of an estimator <9a, of 9,  as j  —> oo. The 
family of estimators {9aj • j = 1,2,...} is consistent for 9 if V e > 0, 
lim P^{\êA  - 6\  > e} = 0. J—>00 J 
For a typical family of probability measures {Pq3  :  9  G ©}, Ibragimov and Has'minskii 
(1981) give conditions under which for all 9 G K, a compact set, maximum likelihood 
estimator 9a• is consistent and asymptotically normal, as j —> oo. The conditions for 
the asymptotic properties of the point model include the requirement that the family 
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of probability measures { P ^ 3  :  9  G 0} is locally asymptotically normal as j  —> oo, 
uniformly for all 9 G K\ this may be obtained if the log likelihood ratio can be approx­
imated by a Gaussian random variable (Wald 1943). For any #1,6*2 G 0, the likelihood 
ratio is defined as 
(3
'
5) 
where L A j  is the likelihood function. Now, we list the results of Ibragimov and Has'minskii 
(1981) as follows. 
Definition 3.1 
A family { P ^ J  : 9  G 0} is called l o c a l l y  a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  n o r m a l  (LAN) at point 
9 G 0 C as j —> 00, if for some nonsingular k x k normalizing matrix 4>Aj{9) and 
any u G the likelihood ratio, ZAj(u) = AAj{d + (F)Aj(9)u, 9) can be written as, 
(it) = exp{%'A^,.(#) - ^ 1/% + (ti, #)}, (3.6) 
where 
A^,(g) N(0,4), «a J ^ 00, (3.7) 
and 
0, as j -» 00. (3.8) 
Note that denotes convergence in distribution, denotes convergence in prob­
ability, and Ik denotes k x k identity matrix. Typically, 4>Aj{6) = (/a,(#))~^ , where 
IAJ{0) is the Fisher information matrix. 
Definition 3.2 A family { p f 3  : 9  G 0} is called u n i f o r m l y  a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  n o r m a l  
(UAN) as j —> 00, if (3.6)-(3.8) are satisfied uniformly for all 9 G K, where K is a 
compact set belongs to 0. This is simply a uniform version of LAN. 
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In what follows we assume that 0 is an open subset of Let K  be an arbitrary 
compact subset of 0, and define Uj = {u : 9 + <fiA.(9)u E 0}. We state the conditions 
under which the properties of estimators will be investigated below, 
(i) The family { P f 3  : 6  E 0} is uniformly asymptotically normal (UAN) as j —» oo 
for all 9 in K C 0. (Please note this K is an arbitrary one.) 
( i i )  For any compact set K  C 0, lim sup ( f > A . ( 9 ) 4 > A . ( 9 ) '  j-»oo 0. 
( H i )  For any compact set K  C 0, 3 some { 3  > 0, m  >  0, B  =  B ( K ) ,  and a  =  a ( K ) ,  
and for all R > 0, 
sup{Eg') Z A  ( u ) 1 / m  -  Z A  ( v ) 1 / m  :  9  £  K ;  u , v  E  U j ;  | i t |  <  R ;  | y |  <  R }  
<  B (  1  +  R a )  | u  —  v  1/3 
( i v )  For any compact set K  C 0 and any integer j  >  0, there exists j 0  =  j 0 ( j ,  K )  such 
that, sup sup sup \ u \ j  E $ \ ( Z A j ( u ) ) 1 ! 2 }  <  oo. j>jo uec/j 
The asymptotic behavior of the maximum likelihood estimator is provided by Ibrag­
imov and Has'minskii(1981) in the following theorem, 
Theorem 3.1 ( I b r a g i m o v  a n d  H a s ' m i n s k i i ,  1 9 8 1 )  
Let 0 C and let the conditions ( i )  —  ( i v )  be satisfied with ( 5  >  k  in condition 
( H i ) .  L e t  K  b e  a n  a r b i t r a r y  c o m p a c t  s e t  i n  0 .  T h e n  f o r  a l l  9  E  K :  
(1) the maximum likelihood estimator 0 A j  is consistent for 9 ,  as j  — »• oo ; 
(2) (<J>Aj ( 9 ) ) ~ l ( 9 A j  —  9 )  N ( 0 ,  I k ) ,  as j  —» oo, where I k  is the k  x k  identity matrix; 
(3) lim (4W#))"X%4, - #) ^ = E r = 1,2,..where £ ^ 7V(0,7^) and is J-*oo 
the k  x k  identity matrix. 
Proof: See Ibragimov and Has'minskii (1981, Chapter III, Theorem 1.1) 
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Kutoyants (1984) shows that the condition ( i v )  can be modified as: 
( i v ) '  For any compact set K  C 0, there exist constants 7 > 0 and c  > 0 such that 
sup PQ:{ZAAU) > exp(—c M7)} < exp(—c|it|7). 
Definition 3.3 ( I b r a g i m o v  a n d  H a s ' m i n s k i i ,  1 9 8 1 ,  C h a p t e r  I  )  
A family of estimators 0 A j  is called w - a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  e f f i c i e n t  for 9  in K  C 0 (asymp­
totically efficient with respect to the family of loss functions w) if for any nonempty open 
set U C if,the relation 
lim j—* CO infsupE^ |w{(<^(#)) - #)}] - [w{(^(^)) - #)} L J Q&u L 0 t 3  e e u  
is satisfied. 
The asymptotic efficiency of an estimator 9 A j  of 9  can be shown by the following 
theorem provided by Hdjek (1972). 
Theorem 3.2 
Let the family P q3 satisfy the L A N  conditions at the point 9 0  with the normalizing 
m a t r i x  4 > A  ( 9 )  a n d  l e t  l i m  s u p  \ 4 > A  ( 9 ) 4 > A  ( 9 ) ' \  =  0 .  S u p p o s e  t h a t  w  6  W e ,  w h e r e  W e  
denotes the class of loss functions such that for any w 6 We, the growth of w(x), as 
|z| —» 00, is slower than the growth of exp{e \x\2} as \x\ —> 00, for all e > 0. Then for 
any family of estimators 9$ of 9 and any <5 > 0, 
liminf sup > #{%;(£)}, |e-0ol<g J 
where £ ~ N ( 0 ,  I k )  and I k  is the k  x k  identity matrix. 
Proof: See Hdjek (1972) and Ibragimov and Has'minskii (1975). 
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Theorem 3.1 shows that the moment of ( 4 > A j ( 9 ) )  1  { 9  A .  —  9 )  converges to the moment 
of £ as j —> oo, where £ ~ N(0, Ik). So Theorem 3.2 shows that 0Aj are asymptotically 
efficient for 9  with respective to loss functions of form w ( x )  =  \ x \ r ;  r  =  1, 2, • • •. 
3.4 ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS FOR SPATIAL 
NONHOMOGENEOUS POISSON POINT PROCESS 
In this section, we follow Ibragimov and Has'minskii's theorem to obtain proofs of 
asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimators for spatial nonhomogeneous 
Poisson point process based on combined model. Suppose that Nj is a nonhomogeneous 
point process on Aj with intensity A(•;#), where 9 G 0, an open convex subset of 
Aj C A is a nested sequence of Borel sets such that fA A(s; 9)u(ds) < oo for all j > 1 and 
v(Aj) t oo as j —> oo, where u{-) is the Lebesgue measure. Mj is some unknown count 
generating mechanism with support [0, Nj] and it represents the known exact locations 
among total Nj. Let K be any compact subset of 0 and let ip(s; 9) = 2(A(s; 9))1^2. This 
section considers the asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood estimator 6j, as 
j —> oo. Let's consider the following assumptions first: 
(Ci) For all 6  G 0 and all s  G A(s; 9 )  > 0. The function A(s; 9  +  y u ) is absolutely 
continuous with respective to y G [0,1], for all 9 G 0, all u G and for almost 
all s G The derivative tp(s; 9) = X(s; 9)/(X(s] 9))1/l2 G L2{A), for all 9 G 0 and 
all A C 
(C2) For every 9  G 0, lim 4 > A , ( 9 ) ( f ) A , ( 9 ) '  =  0, and there exists a constant c0 such that j—* OO 3 3 
j  = 1, 2, • • -, where \ M \  denotes the norm of the matrix M .  
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(Cs) There exists a measure fi on such that lim n{Aj) = oo, and J-»oo 
J—+OC 
lim sup{ ( j ) A j ( d ) ' ( i p ( d u ) - i p ( 6 )  :  9  £  K , u  £ U j , \ u \  <  f x ( A j ) }  =  0 ,  
where 9U = 9 + 4>Aj (9)u and U j  =  { u  :  9 U  £  © } .  
(C4) For the measure n, 
lim sup{/A /  x( s -,eu) A(s;6u) A(s; 9 V )  :  9  £  K , u , v  £  U j ,  \ u \  + M < n ( A j ) }  =  0. J — + C O  
(Cs) For some a > 0, 
hm inf{ ^ E € (7, , |%| > //(A^)} > 0 
(Ce) For some m  >  k / 2 ,  
3 V M^i^) 
A(a;@2) 
2m 
A(5; 02)^(^8) = #i ,#2 E > 1} < 00. 
(C?) V a r ( N - M )  =  O  ( J ^ f A j  X ( s ; 9 ) u ( d s ) ^  where E ( N )  =  V a r ( N )  =  f A .  X ( s ; 9 ) u ( d &  
(Cs) For some S > 0, 
sup 
e*e(9-g, @+J) 
A(g;g*) z/(da),j>l}<oo, 
(thus, with condition^), we have lim / ( X ( s ;  9  +  < p A .  ( 9 ) u )  — A(s; 9 )  )  u ( d s )  =  0.) j-»oo J A j  x  '  
Conditions (Q), (C3), (C4), (C5) and (C6) are the same as Rathbun and Cressie's 
(1994). (C2) is stronger than Rathbun and Cressie's (1994). (C7) and (C8) are extra 
conditions needed for our combined case. Condition (Cg) means that (j)Ai{9) tends to 
zero at a uniform rate for all 9 £ 0, conditions (C3), (C4) and (C8) together address 
the smoothness of A(-; 9) and rate of increase of the derivative A(-; 9) (which means 
the properties of the intensity function with respect to parameter 9), conditions (C5) 
shows sufficient separability of the intensities for adjacent values of 9, conditions (Ce) is 
required to show Lemma 3.9 and 3.10. Condition (C7) put some restriction on M and 
is required to show Lemma 3.8. 
The conditions constrain not only the family of intensity functions {A(-; 9 )  :  9  £  © } ,  
b u t  a l s o  t h e  n e s t e d  s e q u e n c e  o f  s e t s  t h a t  r e s u l t  f r o m  d o m a i n  e x p a n s i o n  { A j  :  j  =  
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1,2,..which actually depend on the family of intensity functions. Proofs of asymp­
totic properties of estimators may be obtained by showing that conditions (i)-(iv) of 
Ibragimov and Has'minskii's theorem are satisfied when the intensity function and the 
sequence of sets Aj satisfy conditions (Ci)-(Cg). 
The main result of the asymptotic behavior of the maximum likelihood estimator is 
given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 
Let © C 5Rfc and let the conditions (Ci) — (C8) be satisfied. Let K  be an arbitrary 
compact set in 0. Then for all 6 G K: 
(1) the maximum likelihood estimator d A j  is consistent for 6, as j  —* oo ; 
(2) (j>A. (0)1 ( § A .  — 6 )  N (  0, Ik), as j  —> oo, where Ik is the k x k  identity matrix; 
' e  
the k x k  identity matrix. 
(3) hm E ( f  { < f > A j ( 6 ) )  1 ( 0 A j  ~  Ô )  =  E  |£|r;r = 1,2,..., where Ç ~ N ( 0 ,  I k )  and I k  is 
Proof: Condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 follows directly from condition ( C 2 ) ,  we will show 
that conditions (i), (iii), and (iv)' used in proving Theorem 3.1 are satisfied by proving 
the following Lemmas 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. 
Theorem 3.4 
Let the loss function be w G W£, where Wc is the same as the one defined in Theorem 
3 .2. Suppose conditions (C\) — (C4) are satisfied. Then for any family of estimators d*A. 
of 9 and any 60 G ©, 
liminf sup ^ |e-0o|<f ^ 
where £ ~ iV(0, Ik) and Ik is the kxk identity matrix. 
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Proof: The proof consists of showing the family {P^3 : 9 G 0} is uniformly asymp­
totically normal (UAN) as j  —> oo for all 9  in K  C 0 (Please see following Lemma 3.8) 
and then apply Theorem 3.2. 
Assume that A(s; 9 )  >  0 for all s  G U d  and all 9  G 0, so that {P q3 : 9  G 0}, j  > 1 is 
of likelihood ratio (Liptser and Shiryayev, 1978, p314-315). 
Assume that the conditional density function of M \ N  is g ( - ; N ) .  And we know that 
given total number of points N and known(observed) number of points M, for a bounded 
set A C the known locations (si, • • •, sM) are randomly independently distributed 
with probability density proportional to A(-; 9). So our proposed combined model, the 
likelihood (Joint likelihood of (si, • • •, %), N and M) is as follows, (Be careful here, we 
know that M < N, and need to assume that the density function of M\N has nothing 
to do with 9 for now. For example, we may assume M\N ~ binomial(iV,p). Otherwise 
it would be too complicated.) 
an equivalent family of measures; that is, P^3 is absolutely continuous with respect to 
PQ3 for all #i, #2 G 0. Equivalence of the measure {P^3 : 9 G 0} implies the existence 
L A(9] ( si,  •  •  • ,  % ) ,  N ,  M )  = [(si, • • •, Sm) \ M ,  N ] [ M \ N ] [ A ' ]  
(XA))^ ^ TV! 
_ nf - AH - exp(-^A(a;^)z/(da))(^A(a;g)z/(da))^ 
x x w  
where [•] is the density function of the insider. 
So the joint likelihood is as follows, 
L A(9 ; ( S U - - - , S m) ,N ,  M )  =  g ( - ;  N)  exp ^ log A(s; 9 ) M ( d s )  -  A(s; 9)p ( d s ) j  
For any 9i, 92 G 0, the likelihood ratio of our proposed combined model is 
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= exp (V log^y^M((is) - / (A(s;^i) - A(g;g2))i/(^)^ 
\ J A j  A(s, ( 7 2 )  J  A j  J  
•(assr 
Fisher information 
Note that E N  =  V a r N  =  f A  X ( s ] 9 ) u ( d s )  when the study area is A j .  The scalar 
parameter csae is 
um =^r ( I ) ,  
and the multi-parameter case is 
(/„,(»))*,< = Co 
The multi parameter case may be obtained analogously as scalar parameter case. Ac­
tually, the elements on the diagonal may be obtained exactly the same manner as the 
scalar case here. The off-diagonal elements will be obtained in the similar way. 
/" w , /AT 
08 ~ 
=  E M  X ( s - e )  A ( s - 0 )  v { i s ) _ r  A ( s ; 6 M d s )  
J  A - j  /v A(g;g)z/(ds) 
Â(8;g)v(ds) 
+ E ( N  M )  M s  J ) ) v { d s )  
= 0, 
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so for scalar parameter case, 
and, similarly, for the multi-parameter case, 
(VOk. = Gov g, g = E  ( I ; )  =  B )  •  
We calculate the scalar parameter case first, 
^ " L, + i-N~ A(s;0)f(<Js) 
,1 % W )  ™LÀ ( s i 6 ) l , ( d s )  +  ( J V "  m ) 4 a m ) " (S 
E  
Aj 
B Eïgy - = /  A ( S ; » M d s ) S M  
a#/ ^ ' L . A(ai;g)z/(c(g) 
+ ( / Â(g; g)z/(^) ) + E(7V - M)^ ' 
2 
A(g;#)z/(ds) 
(  f A  \ ( s : B ) u ( d s ) \  
+2E ((7/ - M)M) 
-2E(7V - M) 
I  I AJ M >  O ) v ( d s )  '  
\I4, 
A(g; #)z/(ds) 
-  - i » ' —  
*"-«(yss: 
- *(tMÎ-(/,/»•>"'•>)' 
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2 +#(#2 - AT) 
L. A(g; g)i/(dg) 
Now let's calculate E  ( £ tt^sy) as follows, 
d=l "M5^ 0 )  J  \i=l -Msi> J  V Vi—1 ^ ( s i ' i  Q )  J  J  
- " (» (.1 sS")) * *("•• (s is»')) * (s (s s: 
• ("fcsSS)»* ("'- @s> » (™yss 
yggg) (>-.,.«»(«»)') »v„(5|a) EM 
• (SSS)' * '»") * ™ 
SA. Â(s;0)i/(ds)' 
L. A(g; 
2 
EM 2 
2\ 
/ ^ #Hds) ^)z/(^) j 
So we may have Fisher information for the scalar parameter case as follows, 
„Z9iV ( s ^ x W M d s i W ^  , „ „  ( J ^ x w m x W M d s )  
W  [ / A i A( S ; 6 M& ) J  +  {  I A .  \ ( s - , 0 ) V ( d s )  
I4, / j yAj 
2 ^2\,^,^^X^) 
2 
- M^) 
^ A(s;#)i/(ds) 
E M  I  ^ ( K ^ ^ Y / K s i O M d s )  (  h *  H s ; 0 ) u ( d s ) \ A  
j^.A(g;g)z/(da) A(s;g)^((fg)y ^ 
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(  f A j ( \ ( s ; 0 > m s ; O M d s )  I  f A . X ( s ] d ) u ( d s ) \ 2 ^  
-(/AjA(S;0MdS))2+ (yg£5g) ( V o r N H E N Y )  
EM 
I4, ^(5;#)z/(ds) t A(g; g)z/(dg) 
KSSS)'1--" 
- ""tssr^"-"'(feS3g' 
- n»»»n««» - ««I feisss 
(3-12) 
Note that E  =  J A .  v ( d s )  for Rathbun and Cressie's (1994) case, which 
is the same as (3.12) when M  =  N  that makes totally sense. 
Now, we calculate the off-diagonal elements, for simplicity, in the following calcula­
t i o n ,  w e  d e n o t e  a s  X k ( s )  a n d  ^  a s  A i ( s ) ,  
a/ gZ / /- Âk(s) \ \ »T\ 
(90k 
x I / - / Â;(s)!/(dg) + (JV - M) ^ 
X 
vijA(s;#) A(s;g)v((fs) 
I xsri) - L,At(sMlfa) + {N~ 
= (eèH:) ( î :è^)~ f mmd S )E X t ( s '  
^A(5i;0)y\^A(gi;g)y 7^ ^A(ai;g) 
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+ ( N - M )  ( f i  A ' ( S , n  / A i  X ' ( S ) l , { d S )  
+ / Âk(g)z/(dg)f Â((s)i/(da) 
i=1 A(Sj, o )  J A j  J A j  
f A j M s M d s )  
^ À;(%) \ Ât(g)^(dg) 
—  ( N  —  M )  X k ( s ) u ( d s )  
/ M 
+ ( n - M ) { Y ;  
\i=1 
-(N-M) / A;(gXdg) 
+ ( N  -  M )  
L. Ât(s)i/((Zg) 
A, A(s;g)i/(dg) 
L. Àt(s)z/(ds) \ / L. Â;(g)i/(dg) 
J, A(s;0)i/(c(s) / ^ L. A(s;g)i/(ds) 
+£((w-M)(l^))i^S5S) 
-/ Ât(a)i/(ds)E ^  + / Ât(g)z/((fg)/ À;(s)i/(d3) 
J A j  \ i = l  V )  j  J A j  J A j  
+e ((/v - M) (| ^ yj ysS) 
+R rr TV - ^ ^ ^ À,(g)i/(d5) \ 
A(^;g) ^ A^;^/ 
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- / Àt(sXds)EM 
+ / Ak(a)i/((fg) / Âf(a)^(dg) j  a j  j  a j  
L. Â;(a)i/(ds) 
— E ( N  —  M )  J ^ X k ( s ) u ( d s )  
+E((7V - M)M) 
A, A(g; g)i/(da) 
L. Â;(s)i/(dg) L. Ât(g)i/((fs) 
JAj ^(5; JAj A(a; 
JA, Ât(g)l/((f8) 
+ E  ( I N  -  M ) 2 )  (  Sa> 'Xtl-S>{da) \ ( 4  X l t - s ^ d s )  
V  
'  '  \ { A l \ ( s - , 0 H d s ) j  { f A l X ( S - 9 H d S )  
+ E  ( N 2  -  M 2 )  (  /a> Xk{s)v{ds) )  
1  1  \ S A l K s ; f > M d s ) )  [ f A i  \ ( s ; ê ) v ( d s )  
given the fact that E N  =  V a r N  =  f A .  A( s ] 9 ) u ( d s )  for the study area A j .  Now let's 
calculate as follows, 
£, f-^ 2 f^c(s') ^ i ( s i )  \  =  E  ( ^ 2  ^ k ( s i ) X i ( s j )  ^  X k ( s i ) X i ( s j )  
,i=i -^(sii 0) 2=1 ^(si! 0) J yi=i (A(sj; 6)) ^ X(si] 9)X(sj] 9)^ 
E (' (I ISr1"*)) *B ((*'• -"HsS"'),(îB>|V 
Ât(s)Â;(s) 
1 E (y,2 M\ ( JA< At(s)"(ds) " l  (  k  x ^ M d s )  \  
'  '  va j x ( s ; Q ) " ( d s ) )  \ / a,  x ( s - , e ) v ( d s )  j  E M  f  
A ( s i < ) )  
-z/(da) 
/ A ( s ; 9 ) v ( d s )  
^  a j  
So the off-diagonal elements of Fisher information matrix are as follows, 
/" Àt(s)À;(s) 
- v ( d s )  
/ A(s;g)^((fg) 
J  A j  
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/a,M s M d s )  
' ' Va,A(S;6)H*)/ (/AjA(S;0M<fc) 
- / Âk(g)l/((f8) / Â;(g)r/((f5) 
Aj 
+ P C/V2 - M2) f ^ h(sMds) \ i f^X^Hds) 
{  
'  \ S A s M s - , 0 ) y ( d S ) j  { f A . \ ( S ; û ) r ( d s )  
Ât(g)i/((fg) \ / À;(s)z/(ds) 
+E(N-M) 
A(g;0)z/(dg)^ A(a;g)z/(da) 
So, for the multi-parameter case, the Fisher information is, 
«-»(fe$sa)(fcsa)- « 
Proofs of the asymptotic behavior of the maximum likelihood estimator needs the 
following moments of random variables, 
I/ifWWds) - A(s;#)z/(ds)}, 
and 
exp(j^log((s)Ar(ds)), 
where £ is any (possibly complex-valued) deterministic Lebesgue measurable function 
such that /A£(S)A(S; 6)v(ds) < oo, for any bounded set A 6 A. 
The following lemma provides the first two moments of f A Ç ( s ) { N ( d s )  —  \ ( s ]  9 ) i > ( d s ) } .  
Lemma 3.1 
If f A  |£(s)|A(s; Q ) v ( d s )  < oo, then 
EgQ^(s)QeM) =0. (3.14) 
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Furthermore, if J A ( ^ ( s ) ) 2 X ( s ] 6 ) u ( d s )  < oo, then 
^ = ^ (f(s))2AWHds). (3.15) 
Proof: 
E „  ( j j ( s ) N { d s ) )  =  E „  f  £ « s . ) j  =  E e  | e ,  (  N ( A )  
= E d  (N(A) f  « , ) ,  =  E A N ( A ) )  f A ( M M s ; » H d s )  
/A j^A(a;g)z/(dg) / ^A(5;g)z/(ds) 
=  J  £(s)A(s; 6 ) v ( d s ) .  
Let's prove (3.14) first, 
^ (A ^ ^ (A ^ g)r/(^)) 
=  f l ]  - ^ £ ( s ) A ( 5 ; g ) i / ( c f g )  
= ^ £(s)A(a; #)z/(dg) - ^  £(s)A(a; 0)i/(da) 
= 0. 
Now let's prove (3.15), 
^ + ^E@ ^((g)Qg(dg)jj 
= Vare^£(s)Qe(ds)! 
= y&r@ ^((g)7V(d6) - ^£(s)A(s;g)z/((fs)^ 
= yorg(^f(s)N(ds)) 
/ /W(A) \ \ / /W(A) 
=  ( E g  f  ] T  ^ ) | W ( A )  I  j  +  E g  ( F o r e  f  £ ( ^ ) | # M )  
=
var» K'^sy)+Se (w(A),/orK(3))) 
- ^WA)) f^fSnSr1)2+E° {N{A)) Var(i{s)) 
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yorg (JV(A)) I 
- (%(#:) 
yore (N(A)) 
+Ee(^)) ( 
^€(3)A(s;#)z/(ds) 
/AA(s;g)^((fg) )  +  E e  (JV(A)) (E»K(s))
2 
f A Ç ( s ) \ { s - , 0 ) v ( d s )  
jAÀ(g;g)z/(ds) 
/ (((5))^A(g;g)f/(c(g) 
J A 
l4(€W)^WMds) 
JAA(s;g)i/(d5) 
We prove above based on that conditional on N ( A )  =  n ,  the events si, s 2 ,  •  •  • ,  s n  are 
independent with probability density 
In order to calculate the moment of exp ( f A  l o g £ ( s ) N ( d s ) ) ,  we need to define the prob­
ability generating functional of the point process N as follows, 
where £ is any deterministic Lebesgue measurable function on 3Rd. It is well defined if 
/sRd(l — £(s))A(s; 0)v(ds) < oo, for any point process N (Vere-Jones (1968), Westcott 
(1972)). For a nonhomogeneous Poisson process N on $?d, the probability generating 
functional is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2 
Let TV be a nonhomogeneous Poisson process on with intensity A(-; 9 ) .  Then the 
probability generating functional of N is 
A(s;9) 
J^A(g;#)z/(dg)' 
(3.16) 
Proof: See Daley and Vere-Jones (1988, p.225). 
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Lemma 3.3 
Suppose that jV is a nonhomogeneous point process on A  with intensity A(-; 9 ) ,  where 
9 G 0, an open convex subset of A C A is a Borel set such that fA A(s; 9)u(ds) < oo, 
where v(-) is Lebesgue measure. M is some unknown count generating mechanism with 
support [0, N] and it represents the known exact locations among total N. Then, for 
the elements on the diagonal of the Fiser information matrix, 
s i. w?«-> - "" - "<> (sss)' *&&***» 
Proof: 
By Casella and Berger's (2002, pl86) lemma, let a  and b  be any two positive numbers, 
and let p and q be any two positive numbers (necessarily greater 1) satisfying ^ ^ = 1, 
then 
- a p  +  - b q  >  a b ,  
P 9 
with equality if and only if a P  =  b q .  
Choose p  =  q  = 2 and define 
(A(s;0))"2 
a  =  
(JAA(g;0)i/((fa))i/2 
and 
. g  \ l / 2  
((Â(g;0)) /A(s;g) 
Applying above Lemma, we get 
1 / 2 -
(A(a;g))^ V + l f  
^ 2 ^^^(Â(5;g))2/A(g;g))z/(dg))^\ 
_ (A(a;g))^ ((Â(6;g))2/A(a;g))^ 
(^ A(s; g)i/(dg))^ ^  ^(Â(g; g))2/A(g; 9)) ;,(&;)) ^  
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1 A(a;g) 1 Â(s;0))2/A(a;g) 
> 
2 #)z/(ds) 2 ((A(a; 0))^/A(g; z/(dg) 
Â(s;g) 
(it ^)z/(^) I4 ((^(5; ^ ))V^(a; ^ )) ^(^)) 
After integrating on the both sides, we get 
1 1 ^  
1 / 2 '  
^  x  - >  J A \ ( s - , 9 ) v ( d s )  
(I4 ^ (5; {4 ((Â(s; #))2/A(s; ^ )) ^(^))^ 
=• (/, M*; e H d s )  j A  <AM2_„((fa)) > J a A(s; e n d s )  
=* fA A(s; OHds) Ja > (/a XWHds))2. 
Now let's prove 
m L »-•«-»»' Wff l '  « /. SSf'"« 
^  / ^ Â (a;gXdg) y  ^  ^  
\ f A X ( s ; 9 ) u ( d s )  J E N  JA X(S] 9 )  
(^Â(5;g)i/(dg))^ f (Â(s;g))^ 
FA À(s; 9 ) v ( d s )  ~  JA A( s ; 9 )  
& j A X W ) V ( d e )  jJ^^v(ds) > (J^ W M d s ) )  .  
This is what we have already proved. 
The proof of the following Lemma 3.4 requires Rosenthal's (1970) inequality: 
If X i ,  • • •, X n  are independent random variables such that E ( X i )  =  0, for i  =  1, • • •, n, 
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then there exists a constant C2m such that, 
/  n  \ 2m / n  Z n N 
E < =2m max £ £(X,2™), £ E(X,2) 
\i=l / \i=l \i=l / 
Lemma 3.4 
Let TV be a nonhomogeneous Poisson process on a bounded Borel set A  C with 
intensity A(•;&). Let £ : A —> 5? be any Lebesgue measurable function. Then for some 
constant cgm such that 
Proof: See Rathbun and Cressie (1994). 
A distribution is not necessarily determined by its moments, but if the moment 
sequence is unique (there is only one probability distribution with this sequence of mo­
ments) then the moment generating function determines the distribution. A sufficient 
condition for the uniqueness of moment sequence is Carleman's Condition (Chung, 1974). 
If X ~ Fx and we denote EXr = /4, then the moment sequence is unique if 
Sl^ F  ^= +oa 
This condition is , in general, not easy to verify. So using the mgf to determine the 
distribution is hard. A better way is to use the characteristic functions. See BiUingsley 
(1995) or Resnick(1999) for the detail of the characteristic functions. They necessitate 
understanding complex analysis though the characterization of a distribution is simpli­
fied. The characteristic function of X is defined as 
where i  is the complex number y f — l .  The characteristic function always exists and it 
completely determines the distribution. That is, each cdf has a unique characteristic 
function. So we may state the following results. 
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Lemma 3.5 (C o n v e r g e n c e  o f  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c  F u n c t i o n s )  
Suppose X k ,  k  =  1, 2, , is a sequence of random variables, each with characteristic 
function QXk{t). Furthermore, suppose that 
lim k —^co 
for all tin a neighborhood of zero and &x(t) is a characteristic function. Then for all 
X where Fx(x) is continuous, 
lim = fxW-
k—•oo 
Proof: See Feller (1968). 
Lemma 3.6 (Durrett 1995) 
n  / •  \  m  (  |T|n+l 9|T|nN 
Proof: See Durret 1995, pl02. 
Lemma 3.7 
Assume conditions (C4) is satisfied and define 
where 
^ ^0 (#(dg) - A(g; , 
= W#) 
w A , —  
+(E# - EM) f  I AJ 0 ) v ( d s ) \  I  f A .  \ { s ]  d ) u { d s )  
A(5;^)i/((fs) j A(g;^)i/(dg) 
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Then, for all 6  in any compact set K  C 0, 
Proof: Let 
JV(0,4), os j —»oo (3.19) 
/w
=Si,e8<-
Then the characteristic function of A^.(0) is, 
- E^(e^^) 
= E^ ^ exp (^)' A (JV((fg) - A(g; ^ )i/(c(g))^ 
= fexp ^ /(a) (W(ck;) - A(g;g)i/(dg))jl 
= E^ ^exp /(g)7V((fa)^ 
xexp f-#'<^,(#y ^  /(5)A(s;g)i/(ds)^ . 
Applying Lemma 3.2, we know that, 
E^ fexp^t'^/#)'^ /(g)N(ds)^ 
E^ (exp U #'<^(#y/(a)Ar(dg) =  
= Eg- 1  ( exp exp ( i t '  
= exp A (l - exp A(g;^)i/(ds) 
So, 
(^) 
= exp f-A (l - exp (^^.(^'/(a))) A(s;#)z/(ds) - ^ /(a)A(g;g)i/(dg) 
= exp ^  ^exp ^^(^)V(a)) - 1 - #'4\(#)'/(s)) A(g;^)z/(o(g)^ . 
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Prom Lemma 3.3, we know that, for the elements on the diagonal of the Fiser infor­
mation matrix, 
Then, 
A, A(s;9) 
= -Li/#)) < A ^ A (/W)^(g;^)^). 
log ^ W + 
(exp - 1 - A(a;g)z/(ds) + 
exp (#'<^.(#y/(5)) - 1 - ^ ^.(g)Y(g)) A(s;0)i/((fs) 
< (exp - 1 - #'<&4/#y/(s)) A(g;^)^(d6 
/ /(5)/(syA(s;^)z/(c(s)^ 
exp (#'<^(#y/(s)) - 1 -^'^.(g)Y(a) 
- ( # y / ( s ) / ( s y < ^ . ( 0 ) t  )  A ( a ;  g ) z / ( ^ )  
< exp (#'<^,.(#y/(s)) -1 - #'<^.(#y/(f 
A(s; 9 ) v { d s ) .  
Note that the first inequality in the above process is true for scalar case, it needs more 
e l x  — 1 — ix  +  \x 2  arguments for multi-parameter case. By Lemma 3.6, we have 
min (||x|3, |x|2^ < ||x|3, so that the above expression is less than or equal to 
< 
lAj 6 ^Aj^y/W A(g;#)z/(ds). 
Therefore we have 
log ?7A, (t) + 2^1^ 
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< 
< 
6 JAi 
Z'9W#y/(s) A(a;g)z/(ds) 
^A(s;g)z/(ds)^ \(g;#)y(ds) 
1/2  
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. By assumption (C4) ,  the first integral of the right-hand 
side in the above expression approaches to zero uniformly for all 9 G K, as j —> 00 and the 
second integral is bounded by assumption (C2). Therefore, 77a,-(£) —» exp (—-||t|2) ; t G 
9?fc, uniformly for all 9 G K, as j —> 00. By Lemma 3.5, (3.19) on page 69 is proved. 
Lemma 3.8 
Assume conditions (Ci) —(C4) ,  (C7) and (C8) are satisfied. The family { P q3  : 9  G 0} 
is uniformly asymptotically normal (UAN) as j —> 00. 
Proof: By condition (Ci), {P^ : 6  G ©}, j  > 1 is an equivalent family of measures. 
Since equivalence of the measure {P^ : 6 G 0} implies the existence of likelihood ratio 
(Liptser and Shiryayev, 1978, p314-315), from (3.10), the log likelihood ratio of our 
proposed combined model is 
logZ^W = log +4^,.(#)%,#)) 
^ ^  A(g, M(dg) - ^  (A(a; ^  + ^ ,.(#)%) - A(g; g)) 1/(^5) 
r  iogA(s'^ + ^iW")jy(js) _ f  (a(3;6 + 0a.(8),,) -A(s;0))i/(ds) 
+ ( N  — M)log / I AJ X ( s ] 9  +  ( j ) A j ( 9 ) u ) u ( d s )  
—  u ' A A j  ( 9 )  —  2 U ' U  9 A j  { u ,  1  
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ii 
ii 
where 
A A 1 ( e ) = ^ A , ( e )  JA ^|(iV(dS) -A(s;0M<fa)), 
9 A , ( u , e )  - f A j  (logA(s,aA^j"')") -"^W^D ("(*) - ^M)M<fe), 
and 
A ^A(g;l9 + ^ (^)^) - A(s;#) - A(g; <9)log^^' ^(^)-
Part (II) will be proved to converge to zero in probability. Part (I) has the similar 
form as the corresponding part in Rathbun and Cressie (1994). We will deal it in the 
similar way. First of all, part (I) may be written as 
I = u'A^iO) — 2U'U + 9Aj(u, 0), 
by Lemma 3.7, 
AT(0,7t), os J 
It remains to show that, 
#) ^  0, as ; -» oo, 
uniformly for all 9  €  K ,  as j  —> oo. 
Consider the function g A j ( u ,  9 )  first. By Chebyshev's inequality and Lemma 3.1, for 
any e > 0, 
#)l > 4 < ((gAj(^, ^))^) 
= t™2£" (/a, (l0gA(S'gAM)W") - U^((?)IM|) (JV(ds) - A(S;<?)) "(ds)) 
= e
~
2JAl {l^ X{S'0\(tef)U) (3-2°) 
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Let 9 y u  =  9  +  y c p A j i ^ u ;  y  G [0,1]. By (Ci), we know that the functions A( s ] 9 y u )  and 
log A(s; 9yu) are absolutely continuous with respective to y for almost all s G (which 
means for all s G except on a set of Lebesgue measure zero.) 
Then, 
'  
W u )  
- « M * » )  A(g;9) 
f^(a;^«) 
•  "  -  y u )  
1/2  
A(s; A -  i p ( s ; 9 )  d y  u { d s )  
< 
' A j  J O  
f f J O  J A i  
f^(a; W ^  
1/2 
A(a; 9 .  -  i p ( s ; 9 )  d y  u ( d s )  y u }  
1/2 
t p ( s ; 9 )  u ( d s ) d y ,  
by Jensen's inequality and using Fubini's Theorem. Assumption (C3) tells us that 
l i m  f i { A j )  =  0 0 ;  s o  f o r  j  l a r g e  e n o u g h ,  { 9 y u  :  y  G  [ 0 , 1 ] }  C  { 9 V  :  | u |  <  n { A j ) } .  j—> 00 
By adding and subtracting i p ( s ; 9 y u )  inside the above norm, knowing the inequality 
(a + b)2 < 2a2 + 2b2 and taking the supremum over the interval [0,1], for j large enough, 
we have the following, 
1/2 \  \  2 
/ 0 JAi A(s; 9 :  i p ( s \ 6 )  v ( d s ) d y  y u )  
1/2 
< 2 
1/2 
^(5; g) + ^ (a; - %Â(s; #yu) 
v ( d s ) d y  
-  i j j ( s ;  9 y u )  u ( d s ) d y  
+2 
1 0  J A i  
- 1  
= 2 
+2 
(6»)' (^(a; - ^(5; g))y ^ (^5)^2/ 
1/2 
0  J A j  
/ ' /  J O  J A i  
/ A(a;g) 
—  i p ( s ;  9 y u )  u ( d s ) d y  
%'<&4,.(#y (^(5; ^yu) - V)(g; #)) ^ z/((fs)c(ï/ 
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< 2  I I \u\ 
1 0 J A i  
+ 2  I I \u\ 
1 0  J A i  
r l  
' A(a;g) 
A ( 5 ;  6 y u )  
1/2 
—  i p ( s ;  Q y u )  u ( d s ) d y  
(^(a;^) - z/(dg)(fz/ 
0 ./A, 
1 
= 
2 M 
+2|%^ 
= 2M 2]t 
+2H 2  r  J o  
< 2\u\2  sup 
ye [0,1] 
' A(g;g) 
A ( , S ,  d y U j  
1/2 
—  1 P ( S ]  Q y U )  z/(ds)d%/ 
0  J A i  
(6»)' (^(g; (9^) - ^(a; g) J i/((fa)d?/ 
' A(s;0) 
A(s; 9yuj 
1/2 
ip(s-, 9. y u )  
(il/ 
?Xs; W 
' A(a;g) ^ 
,A(s; 9 y u )  z  
1/2 
+2)^^ sup (^)' (^(5; - ^ (s; ^  
ye[o,i] 
< 2\u\2 sup 
ve[o,i] 
' A(s;fl) 
A(a;g, 
1/2 
^,(a;g. y u )  
y u )  
+21^1^ sup (#)' (^(5; # 
M<u(Aj) 
(3.21) 
By assumption (C3), the above second term converges to zero uniformly for all 9  E K ,  
as j —» 00. Again, since the functions A(a; 9ZU) is absolutely continuous with respective 
to z, the above first term may be written as, 
2\u\2  sup 
y G [0,1] 
= 2|u|2 sup 
ye [0,1] ' 
<W#y y u )  ' A(a;0) A(s, 9 y U j  
1/2  
t p ( s ;  9 .  y u )  
<^A, (^)' I ^(a; f A(s, 9 y U )  J  
2|
"
l\spi L (Â(^J) 
^(da) 
A(s, 9 y U )  
(A(a;^))V2 
1/2 • \ 2 
v ( d s )  
= 2\u\2 sup / 
ye[o,i] JAj 
= 2\u\2  sup / 
ye[o,i] JAj 
^Aj(^) ,À(a;& y u )  
<^A,M 
A(s, 9 y u )  
/  À ( s ,  9 y U )  
s ; 9 ) ) 1 / 2  — (A(s; 9 y u ) ) l / 2 ^ j  l/((fg) 
A(s; 9 y U )  r^ (# ) ,2(iwFt) "<ds)' 
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Again, we follow the same procedue as what we did at the beginning of this proof, by 
J e n s e n ' s  i n e q u a l i t y ,  F u b i n i ' s  T h e o r e m  a n d  t a k i n g  t h e  s u p r e m u m  o v e r  t h e  i n t e r v a l  [ 0 ,  y ] ,  
the above expression is as follows, 
2\u\ 2  sup 
2/e[0,l] JAj <W#) 
y u )  
A ( s , O y u )  [U'*A>W"(is) 
= 2|u|2 sup / 
ye [0,1] J A j 
= 2\u\ 2  sup / 
y€ [0,1] JAj 
< 2\u\2  sup f 
nalO 11 J A ye [o,i]   j 
2\u\2 sup / 
ye[o,i] J A j 
< 2\u\ 2  sup f  
ye [0,1] J  A  j  
< 2 \u\2 sup [ 
ye [0,1] J A j 
-|u| sup / 
^ ye [0,1] J A j 
^A, (^) 
^ (^) 
^A,(^) 
,Â(a;a y u )  
A(g, O y u )  
Z  Â ( s ' ,  O y u )  
(g)' À(s,ôzu) 
A(s, O y u )  
/ Â(s, Oyu) 
A(s, O y u )  
i  À(s ;  O y u )  
A(s, O y u )  
,Â(g;g, 
y 
y 
w'^A,(#y 
(g)' 
2(A(s;W)i/' 
À(s, 0zu) 
d z  u ( d s )  
2(A(s;(W)i/2 
Â(s,0ZU) 
d z  u ( d s )  
2(A(s;(W)i/2 
À(s,0ZU) 
2(A(g;g_))V2 
- d z  v ( d s )  
y 
d z  v ( d s )  
y u )  
d»Aj (#) 
^Aj(^) 
A(s; 6. 
,À(s;& 
y u )  
À(s,0 Z u )  
A(s;Oyu) 
!  A ( S ,  0 y U )  
\ U \  
2(A(g;^))V2 
Â(s, 0ZU) 
2(A(s;6W)i/2 
dz t/(ds) 
cfz z/((fg) 
A ( s ,  O y u )  r 
\ h a sup j  r  
^ y€[0,l] J A j  J O  
1, „ 
ôM sup 
^ ye[o,i] VAj 
1 ,  , 4  
ôM sup 
^ ye [0,1] J0 JAj 
4>A,(V) 
ÏAM  
, \ ( s ; 0  y u )  
A(g 
Â(g 
A(g O y u )  
A(g 
y u )  
^A,(^) 
<^Aj(^) 
^A,(^) 
9W#) 
z Â(s,0ZU) 
(A(g;g_))V2 
z À(s, 0 zu) 
(A(g;^))^ 
z Â(s,0ZU) 
(A(g;^))^ 
cfz ^(dg) 
d z  v ( d s )  
z/(dg)dz 
, \ { s ,  0 Z U )  
A(Sj0 Z U )  A(g;^Ji/(dg)dz 
< -|ti| sup sup / 
2 ye[0,l] ze[0,y] J A j  
^A,M 
,Â(g;g, y u )  
A(g, O y u )  9^A, (^) 
!  Â(s, 0 Z U )  
A(g, 0ZU) A(g;^u)z/(dg). 
Again, since lim j - i { A j )  =  oo, for j large enough, { { 0 y u ,  0 Z U )  : y  G [0,1], z G [0, y } }  C J-»oo 
{ 0 V ) 0 W )  : |y| + |iv| < f i ( A j ) } .  Thus for j large enough, we have the following, 
1 
- ,4 f 
-\u\ sup sup / 
2 ye[0,l] ze[0,y] J A j  
<w#) Z Â(g, O y u )  
A(g; y u )  
!  Â(s, 0 Z U )  
A(g, 0ZU) A(g;^)i/(dg) 
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^ 1 I 14 f < -\u\ sup / 
^ |u| + |u|<p(Aj) JAj 
,Â(g;^] 
< gM 
X 
sup 
\ u \ + \ v \ < t i { A j )  \ J A j  
^A,(^) 
A(s;#„) 
,Â(a;^) 
I À(s, dyj) 
A(a;0r) 
A(a;^) 
A(a;^)z/(cfg) 
A(a; g^)z/((fs) 
^A, (^) / Â(s, 9 W  )  A(a;^) 
1/2 
A(a;^)i/((fg) 
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. By assumption (C4), the right-hand side of the above 
inequality converges to zero uniformly for all 9 G K, as j —» 00. So the right-hand side of 
(3.20) converges to zero uniformly for all 9 G K, as j —» 00. Therefore, (%, 9) 0, 
as j —> 00, uniformly for all 9 G K. So far, we are done with part (I).  
Now we consider part (II).  From now on, for simplicity, we assume scalar parameter 
for the rest of the proof of this lemma. First of all, by (3.12), we have, 
^,.((9)) (<^(#)) 
= \u2 W (mL, y^)'v(ds) + (EN-EM) I  E N  
B i  
' I A3  Â ( g ; 9 ) u ( d s )  
A(g;g)i/(dg) 
2\ 
= ^2K("))2A,((aM»1'2) t,(ds) 
B2 
^ ^JA, Â(g;g)z/((fg)y 1 
V 
f  Â(s;g) 
L .A(g;g)z/(ds); EN A, UAMM u ( d s )  ,  
so, 
h A j ( u ,  9 )  —  - u 2  —  ^A(s; 0 +  < p A j ( 9 ) u )  —  A(s; 0) — A(s; #)log A(s;6> + <j> A j {9)uY A(s;g) z/(ds) 
s3 
= Bi + B2 - ^  ^A(g; g + ^  (^)^) - A(a; #) - A(s; g)log^^' 1 z/((fg). 
For B\ — Bz part, we will prove it converges to zero uniformly as follows. For B2 part, 
we will prove it with the rest of part (II) together converges to zero in probability after 
we are done with Bx — B3. 
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Since the function A(s; 0ZU) is absolutely continuous with respective to z, for almost 
all s E 
% = ^ ^A(s; ^  - A(s; - A(s; 
= ^ (A(a; ^  - A(a;g)) ^ A(g;g)log^-^^^^i/(ds) 
=  /  /  /  A ( g ; ( ^ ) # / ( d s )  
J  A j  J 0 J A j  J 0 A ; vynj 
= /Aj J! m (Â(a; "»-) - A(s; 6)XSm) dyv{ds) 
= / / (^) (A(a; - A(s; #)) 
J A j  j  0 A^S, V y u )  
J  A j  J O  A^ iSjC' y u )  J  0 
J Aj J 0 Jo A , (Jyu) 
Vo Vo JA; A(s;#yuj 
Also, we have follows, 
LJO !" dzi -^
Therefore, we have, 
|Bi - Bg 
2 
I A, Jo h VU^(S)(A (S; «))!/= J iZdVV(iS) 
u<t>A, (8) Tp~p{u4>AI (6) 'Ks\ 0zu)dzdyv(ds) 
- ^ l S )  " y u )  
, , , , (#) Wx, (^)Â(s; 
/Aj Vo Jo \ A(g; 6/yu) 
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< 
ni p y  
J A j  J 0  J O  
R N 
10 J 0 J A i  
^a,w^u^a,(6)x(s:6™) ~ hww.('r) 
Â(S, 
< sup / 
0<z<y<l -/Aj 
AV5) vy 
d z d y v ( d s )  
z/(dg)dzdi/ 
u ( d s ) .  
A(<S,O y u )  
By using the triangle inequality, we may deal the right-hand side of the above as 
follows, 
'^^uW9)À(,;W- (^W^'y) 
A(s;^ 
sup / 
0<z<y<l •'Aj 'U^A, (#) 
= sup / 
0<z<Z/<l 
#A,(^) 
< sup / 
0<z<y<l JAj 
( ^ ) -  (  W A ,  ( g )  
Â(g;^, 
A ( s ,  O y u )  
x 2 
(A(g;^))V2^ ^A,(^) 
À(s;9) ^ 
(A(g;g))V2^ v ( d s )  
(^'nNM'W'A, (^)Â(a; ^  A(s; g. %<W#) 
Â(a;^ 
y u }  (A(s;^))'/\ 
l/(c(5) 
+ v ( d s )  
< sup 
o<z<y<i % < ^ 4 i ( ^ ) 7 7 7 ^ 4 ^ ^ , ( ^ ) Â ( a ; ( ^ )  
+ sup 
M<At(A,-) JAj 
A(s; 0. (A(g;^))^, v { d s )  
À(5;#„) 
"^j(9)(A(i;9))vO u ( d s ) .  (3.22) (A(s;^))^/ 
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and triangle ineauality, the second term of above is, 
sup 
M < f i ( A j )  J A j  
, 2 
v { d s )  
sup / 
\ v \ < n ( A j )  - J A j  
= sup / 
\ v \ < n ( A j )  J A j  
< sup / 
^^.(0)^(8;^)^- (#^.(l9)^(s;g)y i/(ds) 
W»A/(9)('iKs;#r)-V'(s;#)) ^Aj(^)(V'(s;^) + V'(5;0)) z/(dg) 
WA,M(^(5;^) -^(g;g)) 
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sup / 
\ v \ < f i ( A j )  J A j  
+ sup / 
\ v \ < i i ( A j )  J A j  
< sup 
- ^(a;6"))| [^/^^(g;^) z/(dg) 
WA,09)W;(s;%,)-^(s;#)) , #Aj(<9)V)(g;^) 
\ v \ < v ( A j )  
+ sup %<w#)(^(g;#v)-^(g;#)) ^ 
\ v \ < ^ i ( A j )  
sup 
\ v \ < f j , ( A j )  
- ^(g;^)) 
x + 
by assumptions (C2) and (C3), the above converges to zero uniformly for all 9  G  K ,  as 
j —> oo. The first term on the right-hand side of (3.22) is, 
sup / 
0<z<y<l ./Aj 
À ( s ,  6 y u )  
™^(6)X§mu^((,)à(s;6») - (^W(AS1T)^ ) u ( d s )  
sup / 
0 < z < y < l J A  
u<f,A.(ff) Ysl9""L,u<pA.(6)- A(s;6~) X(s;6")1/2 A(s;6„„)i/2 A(g;W^A(g;^)V2 
i/(dg) 
= sup 
0<z<%/<! 
= sup / 
0<z<%/<! 
< SUp %<^4j(#)lÀ(sj&,u) 
0<z<!/<l 
A(s|6„„)i/2 
^AjM Axs; 
v ( d s )  
v ( d s )  
A(g;^)V2 
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. By assumption (C2), 
= M (t>Aj{0) 
1/2 
\2 
;Wj =kl<^AjM 
< 1^1 sup <^j(#)(Y ^(^)^| <Co|ïi|. 
0 < z < y < l  vA? A(s, U zu)  J  
f  ( HS; 9 z u ) Y 
A j  A(g, 9 z u )  
1/2 
y(dg) 
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Since (o + b ) 2  < 2a2 + 262 and by subtracting and adding i p ( s ]  9 y u )  inside the norm sign, 
we have, 
A(s;^)V2 
y u j  A(s;^)V2 i/;(s; + ^ (a; - ^(s; 
< 2 
+2 (^) (^(5; ^ ) - ^(5; #z A; ' 
using the similar arguments we used for the first term of (3.21),converges to zero uni­
formly for all 9 G K, as j —> 00. So it then finally follows that B\ — B3 —> 0, uniformly 
for all 9 G K, as j —> 00. So far, we have done with Bi — B3. 
Now, we prove the rest of part (II) converges to zero in probability. Since the rest of 
part (II) can be written as following, 
If = S2 - "flog AW+WW + {N_M) log L* ^ 6++*. («)")"(*) 
by Chebyshev's inequality, we have, 
A(s;#)z/(ds) 
> e) < €-^(77T. 
Now, we deal with E ( I I ' ) 2  as follows, 
D1 
«<«•— 1 "• - »• * '''''czizr - f - Map' 
D2 
+  2 B 2 E  [  ( N  — M )  log 
f A j  X ( s \ d  +  ( / > A j ( 9 ) u ) u ( d s )  
L. A(a;g)z/(da) E log-1=1 A(si;g) 
Di + D2 + B%. (3.23) 
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Now, let's calculate Di, 
» - • ( » - » • » -  s 1  « '  
Fi 
since, 
- 
hXi!aaP)'«" - " fs *£D' 
fb 
•2 J"' A(r t (y}g (<w - m) ^  A(*; M t(e)a) )'• L . A(a;0)i/(ds) \  A(s;g) / 
A (Sl-,e + 4>A,{D)U)\2 
Fl Bl§ l0g A(Si;0) J 
= Var ( " | f  log Mfiii+MM] + (Elog A(s';9 + ^ (fl)u)) 
= Var (Vf* l„gM£lil±MW|MM) 
+s Kg ^ X{S%TF)U)^ M)+(E"I iogA(s,;A^)w"r 
A(s; 9 + 0a„- (@)u) \ \ 
=  V a r  ^ ( N  —  M ) E  ^ l o g  •  
A(s;#) y / 
+ A(^;g + ^ (WV 
+ E  f (TV -  M ) V a r  flog v " U n  X  ) ) + ( E  £ log 
Var{N — M) ( E (log 
// \ i=i A(^;g) 
A(g;0 + ^ A,(^)^)\V 
y \ ^ A(gj;g) 
A(s;g) y y 
+E(N - M)yar log log 
V a r ( N  —  M )  ^ l o g  
+E(N — M)Var ( log 
A(g; 9  +  4 > A j  ( 9 ) u )  
A(s;g) 
A(s(;g + ^ ,(W 
2 
+ E ( N  -  M ) E  (log A(S'i^i^("> 
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u )  \ 2  
+ ((E(N - M))^ - E(N - M log ^ ^ ^  ^^ 
A(ai;^) 
V a r ( N - M )  (  f  A ( s ; 9  +  < j ) A  ( 9 ) u )  2 A(s; 9 )  log ——;— u ( d s )  (^A(a;g)z/(dg))2yAj ' A(a;g) 
, E(N-M) f A(g,;g + ^ (^ 2 
A(s; 9 )  log L——- (  u ( d s )  
\ A(Si|g) 
{ E { N  —  M ) ) 2  -  E ( N  -  M )  (  f  A ( s ;  6 )  b g  A W + M M ^ '  
and 
y A, ' A(s;g) 
F.-c(t»-m't y*') 
= E (g f(W - M) A(5'Ms^!OT"' lW'm' 
• '('"-."'-(^'"Ci"")) 
E(7V-M)2 r ^ A(s;g + ^ , (W 
A(s;g)z/(dg)Aj ' A(g;g) 
we know that 
Fi 
A(^;g) i = 1  
F2 
- 2  log £ f (W - M) "f log AM + *"{0)U) A(g;^)z/(^) \ A(a;g) 
2 
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E ( N  -  M Y -  E ( N  -  M )  I ,  l o g  
\Aj ' A(g;g) 
E(jV-M) f A(^;g + ^ .(W 
A(s;0) log — . —J -  v ( d s )  l4jA(s;g)!/(ds)y^ ' \ A(g.;6) 
{4, A(g; g + ^  (^)^)z/(^) E(N - M)^ 
Aj ^ (s; g)t/(c(g) A(s; g)z/(d5) 
y J A M s - , 9 ) l o g M s ' e ^ A e f ) U K ( d s )  
E ( N  -  M ?  ^  ,  E ( N  - M )  „  
<j"i + 7—w—^—T j - x ^ 2 ]  (Aj A(g; g)i/(ds))2 Aj ^ (a; #)z/(ds) 
where 
«• - /, ('« - *»»-. **&P 1 -«» 
and 
2 o f r w  m i  H s -e+^A (e) u )  .  V  
A(a; g + ^  (^)?/) \ ^ ^  ÂW% j 
G2 = yAj AM) ^log )  H d s )  -  kMs.  e)v(is) 
Now, let's calculate D 2 ,  
- ".»» - •»>- nxs"* - •« eg-
• %%:r' 
-i».E(E("|:' :"*W)) 
L. A(g;g + ^ j(W^W8) 
= 2B2E(N — M) log 
A, A(g;g)^(ds) 
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since 
/ / r 2 , ; , \ 2 
Aj^WH^M 1 r / Â(g;g) V 
A, A(6;g)z/(ds) I EAT A,- t,(A(s;9))V2j " 
Hi 
= l u H à A  (e)?  (EN ~  EM) ( { f A t H ° i » M d s ) y  _  f (ÀM)£ , N 
2 (*A,( >' fAlX(s-,OHds) ( JAI\(S;E)v(ds) JA, AM) ( 
we have that 
D2 = 2B2E(N-M)^'X(S]$ + ^ WuHiS) 
-2Bc 
A, A(g;g)z/(c(s) 
E(N-M) f A(a;g + ^ j(W 
/,, A(S; 0 ) v { d S )  /A, A<S; 106 A(J) ""W 
(£^»rs)) (%'|1oiâwa(s!«)m,)"(js)i!' 
(EN - EM) 2 
1 
So, from (3.23), we know that 
E(//y = Di + Dg + 
- 
£(
'
V
-
M)2 ;gj + ,G, + »»(^W)'f Vif (AjA(s;^)z/((fg))^ ' \AjA(5;g)i/(ds) 
+i^w»4(S^j)^ 
E(JV-M): E(7V-M) _ / E(N-M) 2 
(Aj A(s;g)t/((f8))2^ ^ {4. A(g;g)z/(dg)^ (^Aj A(g;g)z/(cfg) ^ 
+ 1 JA ^\(S;  Q ) v ( d s ) )  ( G '  +  W ) 2 « i G i  +  ^ 4 ( ^ . ( 6 ) ) 4 S ?  
fl(JV - M)2 2 E(jV - M )  f  E ( N  -  M )  
(A,A(g;^)z/((fg))2 ^ A,A(s;^)z/(^) ^ \LA(s;#)z/(dsr ^ 
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2 ( E N - E M )  \  ^  , 1 . 2 , ,  
J A l \ { s ; ê ) v { d s )  J  V G i  +  2 " ( ^ W )  H l  
V a r ( N  —  M )  c , 2  f  E ( N  -  M )  c  
UA, A(s;#)z/(ds))2 ^ A(s;0)i/(ds)' 
+ (LA%-JHDS)) (G- + 5"2(^(6))2'ff0 • (3'24) 
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we know that G 2  > 0. From the proof of Lemma 3.3, we 
know that Hi < 0. It seems that Gi, G2 and Hi are not zero obviously, we only know 
they are when the intensity function is a constant, e.g., A(s; 9) = exp(5), which is not 
what we expected. We may verify that G\, G2 and Hi are bounded, (actually, by (C2), 
Hi is bounded, for Gi and G2, since they are zero for constant intensity case, we may 
conclude they are bounded for general case, otherwise we have contradiction.). Now, 
let's verify that Gi, G2 and Hi approach to zero as j —• oo. 
By the continuity of A(-) with respect to y, Taylor expansion and (C8), for large j ,  
G<2 
[  A ( s ; 9 ) v ( d s )  
J A j  
2 
I  A ,  
A(s; 9 ) v { d s )  
( \ { s ] 9  + 4 > A j ( 9 ) u )  — A(s;0)) 
— u ( d s  A(a;g) 
(A, (A(s;^ + - A(g;#)) %/((fs))' 
A, A(g;g)z/(da) 
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f A(s; 9 + </>Aj (9)u) — A(s; 9)) 
— u ( d s )  
= /Aj (A(S; » + - A(S; fl)) + 
< (A(S; 5 + 4 > A j { 9 ) u )  — A(s; #)) z/(ds) % 0. 
Also, by Taylor expansion, for large j, 
*  -  4 ,  ' - w  
= A (A(g; ^  (^)ï/) - A(s; g)) z/(ds) - ^  A(s; g) log 
% ^ (A(g;^ + ^ .(^1/) - A(s;#)) z/((fg) - ^  (A(a;l9 + - A(a;^)) z/(c(g) 
= 0. 
Since H i  < 0, from the proof of Lemma 3.8, we know that B i  —> B3 as j  —>• oo, by 
(Cg), for large j, we have 
2U'2((i)A:j{9))2Hi 5"2(^("))2 ( " /A, 
< 2 LA^M? JAI{-^ -"(DS) 
^ A + - A(g;^)) z/(da) - ^  A(g;g)log^-^^^^z/(ds) 
0. (3.25) 
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Now, it turns out that to have above (3.24) approaches to zero uniformly as j  —» oo, we 
need the following assumptions: 
E(JV - M) = O ^ A(s;9Xds)^ 
and 
It is very obvious that when M  =  N ,  which is the point model, the above assumptions 
are satisfied. When M < N, the first assumption is obviously satisfied and second one 
is directly from assumption (C7). Thus, we may conclude that part(II') converges to 
zero in probability. Therefore, under two new assumptions, Lemma 3.8 is proved, that 
is, the family {P^3 : 9 G 0} is uniformly asymptotically normal (UAN) as j —> 00. 
Lemma 3.9 
Assume conditions (Q), (C2)  and (C6) are satisfied. Then for any compact set K C 
0, 
<  C  \ u i  —  U o \ 2 m  ,  
where c does not depend on u0, ux and Aj, and Z A j ( u )  is the likelihood ratio defined in 
L e m m a  ( 3 . 8 )  a s  Z A . ( u )  =  A A . { 9  +  c f ) A j ( 9 ) u ,  9 ) .  
Proof: For y  G [0,1], let u y  =  u 0  +  («1 -  u 0 ) y ,  9 { y )  = 9  +  c f > A j ( 9 ) u y ,  and R e ^ ( d s )  = 
N(ds) — A(s; 9{y)). Since A(s; 9(y)) is absolutely continuous with respect to y for almost 
all s G ZAj(uy) is also absolutely continuous with respect to y. Then 
/ _J_ _i_s 2m / -i o \2m 
B8(((ZA,(«,))"--((ZA,(«o)),m) = EeU ^((Z^K))-)A/J • (3.26) 
Since from the proof of Lemma 3.8, 
log (z^.(%3,)) = log (Aylj (g + #)) 
= ^ log ^ (A(8;g + ^ (^)%)-A(g;g))i/(dg) 
V a r ( N  —  M )  =  O  
sup E e  3  (Zaj(«i))1/2"*-Za,(«o))1/2'" 
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+ ( N  —  M )  log 
= P 
A, A(s; # + <^Aj (g)%)l/(G(5) 
A, A(a;g)i/((fg) 
we know 
9 ((ZA, K))) = ™ (exp (P)) = exp (P) (P) = ZA, („„)^ (P) 
— Z A j { U y )  
(h/ 
/ . Q@(y)((k) \ 
^ (7V((fg) - A(g; g(2/))i/(ds)) 
A, A(s;6/(i/)) 
V / 
/ 
+  Z A j { U y )  L,{ui ~ (<jV _ 
-^Aj(%) 
V 
^ • "#(!/) 
V / 
= ZA>„) (/ (TTL -  ^ (»)'|^{| (<?«(„>(&) + <>(&) - <,(*))) 
= 2a,(«s) (/Aj(u, - (e»(„)(^) + A»to(<fo))) 
= ZA>„) (/^(u, - «o)>A,(6)'^|||s6(„)([iS)) , (3.27) 
where ^(y)(da) = P^(da) - and = Qg^)(dg) + Thus 
(3.26) on page 87 can be processed as 
E „  (((za>i))è - { ( Z A j ( t . „ ) ) i ) 2 ' "  -  E e  (jf' ^  ( ( Z A j K ))i) a," 
2m 
(2m)'^Ee it, /Ai(ui -
2m 
Jensen 
< (2m) "^E, •/; ((2A,K))- /A)(U, -
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F
"=
i n i  (2m)-2™^' E t  ((ZA>„))È  -  U o) '0A . (S)'^MMS , („,(&)j  iy  
= (2m)-am/o '  Ee (zAT(U,) [JA(UL - U0)'4>A, W^)) )D» 
= (2m)-2'" jf' g8M ^ (m iy ,  (3,28) 
since 
Now, assume that for a  > 0, b  >  0, and p  >  1, let's verify an inequality as follows 
first, 
(a + 6)P<2P-iK + ff)- (3-29) 
Actually, let f { x )  =  x p ,  and X  =  a  or b  with the same probability. Since f ( x )  is a convex 
function here, by Jensen's Inequality, we may have above (3.29). For the current case 
p = 2m, since f"(x) = 2m{2m — l)(a:m_1)2, we only need to require m > 1/2 to have 
inequality (3.29). 
By inequality (3.29), the above (3.28) now is, 
(2m)"2™ jf1^ (JAJ("1 - Ww) * 
= (2m)-2™/o' ^(u, - Mo)>a.(6)'^MM (q,(„,(&) + dy 
Ti 
' * : ——~ 
< (2m)-2™+1 jf ' Em  ( /A j  («,  -  «o)'0Aj (<fe))  % 
T2 
' " : ——> 
+ (2m)-2™«/o1S„„) (^(Ul -„0)>AjW'^MMfi,,,,(&)) dy. 
Ti has been taken care of by Rathbun and Cressie as follows. By Lemma 3.4, Tx is less 
than or equal to the maximum of the following two qutantities 
C2m(2T%)-^+^ ^ 
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and 
C2rn(2m) -2m+l 1 0  \  J A i  
for some constant C2m. The first term above is less than or equal to 
2771 
C2rn(2m I 2m+1 \Ui — u0\2m sup / 
^o€© J A j 
,A(s; 6Q )  À (s; 6>0)^(ds). A(s;%) 
By condition (C6), we know there exists a constant ci, such that above expression is less 
than or equal to ci\u\ — u0|2m. Now, let's look at the second term. It is 
/ 
C2rn(2m L —2m+l (ill — U o ) ' ( j ) A j ( 0 ) '  
r À(s;%))(À(s;%))y \ 
A, A(g; z/(ds)<&4, (#)(%i -%o) di/ 
/ 
< C2m(2m) Slip 
f?o£© A A(a;%)) 
By assumption (Cg), we know there exists a constant c2, such that above expression is 
less than or equal to c2\ui — u0\2m. 
Now, we start working on T2. Without losing generality, starting from now on, we 
assume our case is scalar parameter (i.e., 6 is one dimensional parameter, thus, k=l). 
We may have the same results analogously for multi-parameter case (k > 1). Choose 
m = 1 (obviously, m = 1 > | = |), 
T,_ = (2)-1 FG f I (u, - I * 
\-l 
<2) io E»'-» W. 
A(s;%)) 
.("1 - "o)^JC)A(s;%j) + fl«S)<ds))) * 
= (2)-'(«, - M„)2 (^,(6))2 £»,„ (JAj ^ || «>(<&) + <,(•&))) iy. 
Let's calculate T^, 
t2=s»'4/a, wj(<'(iis)+<)(ds)))2 
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^ k - ^  & S: ^ ^ ^ 
2 
T'21 
^ - ") KS53 - A IWm (" - ^  ^ )) 
( Tr.2 \ 2 
x 
-> '2  we may verify T2 is zero as follows 
^ ^ _ M) % ïggg _ ^  W (* _ M) (d,)) 
= & 3i: ^ ^ ^ (^ - ^  s* ($S)) 
= 0, 
and for simplicity, Â(s; 9 { y ) )  and A( s ; 0 ( y ) )  are denoted as À and A respectively in the 
following calculation, 
^ _ M) ggg - ^  g - M) w) 
=  V a r m  ( % ( , )  (  ( ( A T  -  M )  | 5 g  -  / A j  J  ( N  -  M )  ( * ) )  | 7 V ;  M  
+ E m  [ v a r e { v )  (  ( ( T V  -  M )  g j g  -  ^  \  ( N  -  M )  ( d s ) )  | i V ;  M  
(  f A . X u ( d s )  f A .  \ v ( d s ) \  
-  V a r m  ( N  -  M )  -  E w  ( N  -  M )  
+ ^ )  ( v - % )  (  ( < "  -  M )  y g g  -  I  j ( N - M )  ( * ) )  I J V ;  M  
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E $(y) V a r d ( y )  I ( ( N  -  M )  
IAJ X v ( d s )  _  f  X  
A, Av(ds) Aj A (N-M) (da) |N;M 
I yor<,(%) I I (TV - M) ^ | |7V; M 
+yorg(y) r -A A 
A, Az/(& 
(N - M) (da) |N; M 
E e ( y )  f o  +  V a r Q ( y )  f  i j A  ^  ( N  ~  M )  ( d s )  \  |iV; M  
E, 'e(y) (N — M) Var 9(%) 
A 
X 
T 
-Ge(y) - M) yor 'e(y) 
E e ( y )  ( N  -  M )  I  E g ( y )  'V 
.A 
E, e(y) 
' A x  
-A 
E e { y )  ( N  -  M) 
E o ( y )  (N ~  M) 
A, Az/(dg) 
i r À! / 7 \ ( 
A Ay(ds) JAj A ^ ^ A Az/(ds) 
L ^ "{is) ~ 1" 
SO, 
T2 = (2)-1(«i-«o)2 (<M«))2 jf E» i t )  (/Aj «,(<&) + <>(&))) dy 
-  ( 2 ) - ' ( « i  -  u 0 f  ( ^ < « ) ) 2  £  E " f  { X M s )  )  
( 
< (2) 
Aj Ay(ds) 
3 \ 
E m  ( N  -  M )  (  r  A 2  
o<v<. I IA, A"(ds) I JA, A 
a, T " { d s )  ~  ê ~ 1 iy 
sup u ( d s )  —  (Aj Â%/(^))' 
A, Ai/(ds) 
by the inequality in the proof of Lemma 3.3, condition (C2) and condition (C7), we 
may know that there exists a constant c3, the right hand side of the above expression 
is less than or equal to c3|tti — UQ\2. Analogously for general case, we may also have 
c3\u± — u0\2m. Therefore, if we choose c = max{ci, c2} + c3, Lemma 3.9 is proved. 
Lemma 3.10 
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Assume conditions (Ci) — (C6) and (Cg) are satisfied. Then for any compact set 
K  C  0 ,  t h e r e  e x i s t  c o n s t a n t s  C i  >  0  a n d  j 0  >  0  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  a l l  j  >  j Q ,  
sup^{Z,.(n) > exp(-cig(u))} < exp(-cip(n)), 
eeK 
where g ( u )  =  min(|u|2, |-u|2a), and a  is defined in (C5). 
Proof: 
Since 
> exp(-Ci^M)} = > exp 
Chebyshev /C1 \ /, . i\ 
< exp j ^  J ' 
and 
= 
exP {^JA y~^-N(ds) ~ \ j A  (A(s; 6 + </>Al ( 0 ) u )  - A ( s \ 6 ) ) v ( i s )  
-i' 
W! 
exP I n /. lQg —  ^ ^ (^S) ~  2  IA ^ + ^ Aj ~ ^(S; Q ) ) u ( d s )  2 JAj A(s;6>) 
W2.2 
x exp (4 Llog A(s' 'am (e)u) (N ~M)(ds)) 
= W i  x W 2 ,  where W 2  =  W 2 . i  x W2.2, 
by Chebychev's inequality, Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Jensen's inequality, we know 
that 
> exp(-ci9(%))} 
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< exp W) W) 
= exp^^Eg^W#) 
< exp^(^(EgTyi)^(Eg^)^ 
< exp^w)(Eo^)^(Eg^)\ (3.30) 
By Lemma 3.2, we know that 
E
°
w> -s» (exp (s Liog 
—2 IJX{S]  ^  ^ A^J ~ S^') )^)ZY(^ S)^  
= exp (A(s;# + <^jM%) - A(8;g))z/(^)1 
XE> (exp (5 /A, L0G 
= exp ^ (A(s; g + (g)?/) - A(s; g))z/(dg)^ 
xexp^ ^A(6|g + ^ .(g)it)y (A(s;#))z -A(a;g)j i/((fa)j 
= exp ^A(s; 9 + (#)«)) 2 — (^ (s; $))v(ds)^j . (3.31) 
Now, let's calculate EgW$ as follows, 
2 
L A(s;# + <WWz/(ds) 
=  E g  exp ( JV —  M )  log • 
L. A(s; g)^(dg) 
=  E .  ( n - M )  +  
{4. A(g;g)t/((fa) 
W,M 
=  E g  
^ + <W#)%)z/(ds)^ ^ ^ 
X 
L. A(s;#)z/(dg) 
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A(s;#) A(s;#) 
A, A(s; (9 + A(s; (9 + (^^(/(ds) 
/ / ^ 
u ( d s )  
=  E f t  
N—M\ 
/ 
\ N—M \ 
A(s; g + ^ .(g)M)z/(d8) ^ (A(s;9)y 
A, A(g;^ + ^ .(g)tt) u ( d s )  
A (s; 9 ) v ( d s )  
\\ / / 
since N — M > 0 and W2 > 1 by Casella and Berger's (2002) lemma used in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3 on page 65. Since we know that N ~ Poisson (fA. A(s; 9)u(dsf), we have 
Se ( W )  =  E e  (exp (JVlog (Wfl)) = MGFPoisson log (Wfl 
= exp ( [ A(s; 9)u(ds) (exp (log W-Q - 1) J 
= exp ( A(s; 9 ) v ( d s )  ( W 2  — 1) 1 .  (3.32) 
Define C/i = {u : |u| < //(A.?)} and U 2  =  { «  :  M > /i(Aj)} f] {u : 9 + <i>Aj{Q)u G 0}. 
By the similar strategy in Rathbun and Cressie's (1994) Lemma 10, for u G Ui, we know 
that for large j, i.e., there exists a ji, when j > (3.31) is as follows, 
2 
exp ~ 2  JA. ((^(s; ^ + 4 >Aj{ 9 ) u )) 2 — (A (s; #))% j z/(ds) 
- 
exp 1 
-s A, 
thus, we have 
(£6Wi)5 = exp 1 
4JA 
< exp 
awM "(ds)) • (3.33) 
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Now, for large j, i.e., there exists a j2, when j  >  j 2 ,  by Taylor expansion and (C8), let's 
look at fA. X(s; d)u(ds) (W2 — 1) as follows, 
I Ai 
A(s;9Kds) (^-1) 
/ A ( s - , 9 ) v ( d s )  
I Ai 
'  L , A ( s ;  1 9  +  ( 9 ) " w < f a ) L ,  X ( j e  +  f l ( 0 ) n ) v{ds X 
A(s; ^//(ds)) 
1 
/A 
\ 2  
A(s; 9 ) v ( d s )  = L, MS;0 + 4 A(3;gA+ Mff)u) ^  
[  X ( s \ 9 ) u ( d s )  
J  A  j  
^ L, + ^  (")M)"(&) Ja, A(s; ('°e A(s; 9+8^ (g)«) + Q ^  
[  X ( s ] 0 ) u ( d s )  
j  
—  f  X ( s ; 9 ) i s ( d s )  
=  [  X ( s ; 9  +  4 > A  ( 9 ) u ) v ( d s )  -  [  X ( s ; 9 ) u ( d s )  
• J  A j  J  A j  
^ A(a;g + ^ (Wz/(^) f ^ A(s;g + ^ (W 
L A(s; 6) 108 ÂM) "(tfe) 
~  J  X ( s \ 6  +  < f > A j ( 9 ) u ) v ( d s )  —  J  X ( s - , 9 ) v ( d s )  
= \jAi Hd>). by BS - su 
thus, we have 
(e. (w?))1 < (s„ (TO"))* = UPU Hs-e)u(ds) (wi -i))V 
"
>a
'
W(53^) "(ds)) ' (3 34) 
By (3.33) and (3.34) and assumption (C2), there exists a constant c2, such that 
(EtWl)i (E,WI)» < exp (l/Aj («>a,W^^)2K*)) < «p(£l«l') • 
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Hence, for all j  >  max ( j x ,  j 2 ) ,  
P,A'{ZAI(U) > exp(-Clg(«))} < exp (j9(«)) (EEWRF (b„W|): 
< exp Cl C2 
2 16 gW ) - (3.35) 
This means that the lemma holds for c \  = ||, where u  £ U \ .  
Now, for u  G U 2 )  by the boundness of 0, there exists a constant c3 such that |it| < 
c3 ( 6 > )  , for all 9 G K. Let's denote the lower bound in assumption ( C 5 )  by %. 
Then, by ( C 5 ) ,  there exists a > 0 and js < 1, such that for all j > j ' 3 ,  
^3 ' 
-  f 
4 A, 
^ ' ?Xs;# + 9W#)M) 
Assumpt(Cs) 1 
> 
> 
-2a 
X 4 
jM2°ic3r2°x2 = jic3r2°x2 I«I2° = et M2° , 
where c& = ^ [cgl Then, for all j > J3, 
W > exp(-cip(%))} < exp ((ZyijM) 
= exp ( |g(u)) exp j (A(a; g + 9^ (^)tt)) ^ - (A (g; g)) A i/(ds 
< exp ( yPWl exp ^ ^  ^ ^ ) ' (3.36) 
This means that the lemma holds for C\ = where u G U2. Finally, the lemma follows 
by choosing jo = max (ji^Js) and Ci = min . 
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CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
This dissertation investigates a nonhomogeneous Poisson process on A C with 
intensity function {A(s; 9) : 9 G ©}. The intensity function may depend on some spatial 
variable, spatial location s alone, or both. 
In Chapter 2, we propose a model for a mixture of an aggregate and point data 
to accommodate both aggregate level and point level information if possible. It turns 
out that the proposed model for combined data forms is useful if spatial covariates 
are available. The combined model appears to give better estimates of parameters 
in the intensity than does a model only based on aggregate count data. The study 
shows that the more exact locations we know the more precise maximum likelihood 
estimates become for parameters of the underlying process. We may notice that point 
location information should have greater "value added" for estimation of A(s) when for 
fixed overall intensity, A(s) increases in heterogeneity. Standard errors are reduced as 
more point information becomes available-more so for the more heterogeneous intensity 
function (roller coaster) than the less heterogeneous intensity function (trampoline). 
Effect also pronounced more for 91 than 9$. We also may notice reduction in estimated 
standard errors for estimation of A(s) when for fixed heterogeneity, overall intensity 
increases. Adding point information still helps in estimation of 90 and 6\, but the 
amount of "help" seems about the same for low and high overall intensity situations 
as opposed to the previous one in which the "help" was greater for more heterogeneous 
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intensity. That is, the benefit of knowing specific locational information for events shows 
more difference between situations with intensity functions that differ in heterogeneity 
but have the same overall intensity than between situations with intensity functions that 
differ in overall intensity but have the same heterogeneity. A Monte Carlo Simulation 
study suggests that the estimates of asymptotic standard deviations E(â0) and E{ài) 
give a good approximation of the actual standard deviations as represented by the MC 
values se(60) and se(#i), which indicates the applicability of the asymptotic theory. We 
have also discussed where to look for these additional points. For a chosen covariate 
function and known form of intensity function with a given study area A, number of 
observed events n is known, EAz(s) and VarAz(s) are known. If tracts are fixed, the 
more known points, the smaller the variance of estimates. Apparently, the optimal case 
is when we know all the points in each tract. In Chapter 3, the asymptotic properties of 
maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters of the combined model are also studied. 
We have verified that under appropriate regularity conditions, for our aggregate-point 
combined model, the maximum likelihood estimator is consistent, asymptotically normal 
and asymptotically efficient. 
4.2 LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
In Chapter 2, for the design problem, we only look at the case with a chosen covariate 
function and have some results on where to look for exact locations when the tracts are 
fixed. When the tracts are not fixed, it is hard to tell if it is worthy to choose either more 
tracts or more exact locations or both. We may look into this part for more detail in the 
future. In Chapter 3, to have the fact lim fA. (A(s; 6 + (j)A,{d)u) — A(s; 6) ) v{ds) = 0, j—>oo J \ 3 / 
our assumption (C8) might be too strong. Actually, for the case in Chapter 2, the 
intensity function does not satisfy this assumption. But the simulation study still verifies 
the applicability of the asymptotic properties. 
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